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THE BLACK CAT
By The Boring Revortor
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Robert Niles, Object Of Widespread Woods
Search, Missing Since Friday From Home

Clam Digging In Long Disputed Area Below
Thomaston To Be Permitted Two Months

A two-day search of the wood passed close by and not noticed
lands west of Thomaston failed to him.
Pease said Monday that the boy
locate Robert Niles. 12. who dis
had several times mentioned to his
appeared from his Thomaston parents that he would like to get
home Friday afternoon. The storm on a truck or a train and take a
cf Monday prevented a search long, long ride. The sheriff said
which had been carried out un that there was that possibility that
der the direction of Sheriff Wil the boy had hitched a ride aboard
lard Pease since he was first no a truck or had boarded a train.
However, he said, had he done
tified at 10 a. m.. Saturday.
The youngster, son of Mr and either of the two things, it is more
Mrs. Carroll Niles of Booker than likely tliat he would have
street. Thomaston, was last seen been reported by now.
Kennedy Crane, new president of
The banks of the St. George
Warden Allan T. Bobbins
Deputy Warden Percival C. Pierpont about 2 p. m., Friday as he played
the highly important Knox
River and Oyster River were
about
the
yard
of
his
home.
Industries
The administration of the Maine State Prison and its 522 inmates is
Neighbors could not recall having searched by persons on foot and
now in the hands of career men for the first time in memory. Both
by plane both Saturday and Sun
Kennedy Crane of the Senterseen him later than that hour.
Warden Bobbins and Deputy Warden Pierpont were advanced last week
day.
His
parents
reported
to
Pease
Crane Company is the new presi
from the staff to the top spots in the institution. Bobbins is the former
A detail of Sea Explorers under
deputy warden and has been at the prison over a year, Pierpont has 20 that the boy wore a red cap. a
dent of thc Knox Industries, Inc.
years service inside the walls and headed the plate shop until his ad blue plaid jacket, tan rubber guidance of James Flanagan, Scout
The other officers and directors
'ancement to deputy warden. Much favorable comment has been heard hunting boots and dungarees. He Master, went to Thomaston to par
are: Vice president, Cleo Hopkins:
on the
“ <,ecision
““ “* °f th* Governor and Institutions Commissioner Green- is described as being four feet ticipate in the search for the miss,
secretary-treasurer, Herman M.
five inches in height and weighing ing Niles youngster. The Explorers
140 pounds. He has sandy hair, are Elk sponsored and rapidly be
Hart; directors, Morris B. Perry said, were followed by intensive partment has been able to obtain
examinations
in
June,
October
and
;
up-to-the-minute
information
on
is
heavily built and speaks with dif coming a very strong organization.
(the retiring president), A. C. Mc
during the course of which more important shellfish producing areas
Sheriff Pease sent several depu
ficulty.
Loon, W. D. Talbot, A. F. McAlary,
November 1950 and January 1951, such that they will meet the apSearchers located a toy cart, ties Into East Warren this morning
R. P. Conant, C. H. Berry and —...... - ■ — ■
■
ly when conditions appear to be
which the boy often used, at the to follow up a clue which came to
Isidor Gordon.
dustry to Rockland.
The group and be in a positioji to act quickedge of the woods in back of thc light Monday night.
This is the outfit that built the lias many plans afloat which are proval cf the State Department of
Deputy Edgar Libby of Thom
Maurice Sawyer garage cn Booker
Van Baalen-Hellbrun factory build, likely to be of great benefit to Agriculture and the U. S. Public '
street, only a short distance from aston learned Monday that an East
ing and thus brought that fine in- Rockland in the immediate future. Health Service."
his own heme, Saturday afternoon. Warren resident. Reed Wolfe, had
The finding of thc cart at the told of hearing a knocking on the
edge of the woods led the sheriffs door of his farmhouse about 2 a m.
to search thc woods from Beech- Saturday The possibility that it
Steps wero taken Monday by- Rockland representatives to dis woods street to thc Oyster River in might have been tlie Niles boy seek
island and mainland representa cuss participation of the Commis a two-day search. Deputies under ing shelter has led Pease to order
Pease, townspeople who volunteered that area checked thoroughly.
tives toward thc eventual obtain- sion in either tlie first or second
their services and Boy Scouts, There are two or more abandoned
plans.
I ing of adequate docking facilities
The possibilities of Lermond's swept the area closely several woods camps in that section in
President Hauck NamGS f°r the is^nd boats at Rockland, Cove or the former Maine Central times without finding any trace ot which the child might have gained
i Thc islands cf Matinicus. Vinal
Merrill Of Ellsworth and haven and North Haven were rep wharf being used were discussed. the child. Assisting Pease was shelter.
A group is to study possible land Fire Chief Anderson of Thomaston
Higgins Of Machias
resented.
ing places on the waterfront and and members of his department,
With the island people were
University of Maine President
prepare information to present to plus members of the State Police.
The directors of the Maine Lob
Coffield has appointed a planning Arthur A. Hauck announces ap- Rockland city officials, a repre thc State Highway Commission. At one time, there were nearly
ster & Seafoods Festival have and general operations committee , pointment of Osmon N. Merrill of sentative of th? Chamber of Com Adin Hopkins is to assist the com 100 searchers combing the woods Sixty Prison Officers Sworn
voted to set aside SI000 of the which will work with other com- , Ellsworth and Frank T. Higgins of merce. a State highway engineer mittee.
for the lad.
In As Special Deputies
and lcgis'ators and county officials.
earnings of the Festival last year
There is thc possibility that he
Manager Brown of tlie island
mittees in establishing tlie pattern
Representing
North
Haven
were
Monday
toward a community project yet to
the Maine Blueberry Industry Ad
boat lines commented, speaking continued into the woods, with
Named to the
Selectman Ray Beverage, .Port Dis
be decided upon. The money is to of the Festival.
visory Committee,
for thc two districts, that present I which he was reasonably familiar,
An organizational meeting of the
Merrlll and Hjgginjj
b,uc_ trict President Carl Bunker. Donbe deposited in a separate account committee are Donaid Calderwood.
facilities are inadequate, even if until he became lost and then
to be used only for the project Sidney Cullen, Edward Mayo and • berry grower succcrd Malcolm P a'd Witherspoon, a member of the the roadway, which caved in last ! wandered until he collapsed in a guard force of Maine State Prison
President William Coffield of the Samuel Collins.
Nojes of Franklin and Sheiwcod District Board.
Summer, was repaired.
[ spot where searchers might have j wab held at Masonic Temple in
Vinalhaven was represented by ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I Thomaston Monday night by War
Festival group will appoint a com- i Committees appointed to date in- W. Prout of Lubec, whose terms
Port District Chairman A. Everett
mittee soon to study possible civic elude the finance committee made expired Dec. 31.
den Robbins. Such a gathering is
members Ambrose
projects toward which the fund, i up of Wilbur Senter, Fred Harden, | The committee advi.es the Agri- I ibby and
customary
as a new warden takes
Petersen,
Clarence
Bennett
and
Al

plus earnings of years to come, Jr., and Toivo Suomela.
■ cultural Extension Service and the
fred Osgood.
over at thc Institution. In this
may be directed for the good of thc
Manager Ralph L. Brown who
case the warden and deputy both
city as a whole.
comprised of Fred Harden Jr.. Toivo j experiment . tation on how best to
were not newcomers but veterans
Assignments were made Friday Suomela and Donald Calderwood. I use funds provided by thc blue- represents both Part District*, at
the Rockand termjnal, was also
of prison service themselves and
night of the projects which the insurance will be cared for by berry industry promotional tax.
present
Capt. Stewart Ames cf
known to all the staff.
several participating clubs will Frederick Newcomb, Edward Ladd
the Matinicus mail boat Mary A.
Sheriff Willard Pease was pres
carry out in the 1951 Festival. The and Samuel Collins.
represented thc island community
ent at the meeting and appointed
Junior Chamber of Commerce has
Security and parking officials
which he serves.
the 60 guards of the institution as
been assigned the task of the will be headed by Sheriff Willard
Municipal and school officials,
Should thc bill pass Legislature,
City Manager Farnsworth and
special deputy sheriffs. The offi
serving of the seafoods dinner, Pease, Chief of Police Bernard Kickoff Dinner Thursday In
Rockland could finance a second
meeting
last
night
to
take
fteps
Rockland; Darroch To City Councilman Carl Stilphen and
plus the industrial projects.
Thompson and' Frederick Tripp,
grade school and at the same time cers were sworn in by Dedimus
Osgood Gilbert were present as toward a new grade school in
The Rockland Chamber of Com motor vehicle inspector Ior this
Be the Speaker
sell the present South School bonds ! Justice A. Alan Grossman ol
were President Robert W. Hudson Rorkland, favored the Low-Senter to the State. It is reported that j_______________________________
Rockland.
merce will care for the floats in area.
County Chairman Sam Savitt of
the parade and the exhibitors on
Carl Stilphen, Stewart Burgess the Heart Drive will preside at a of the Chamber of Commerce and school financing bill which is to payments on both .schools would ’
the grounds. The Elks will have and Jasper Akers will serve on the dinner for all community chairmen Comity Commissioner Alfred Hock be presented to Legislature this amount to a few hundred dollars i 6t8ned f°r US€ in
Dead River
ing of St. George.
term.
charge of refreshments and the reception committee. The grounds
less
per
year
than
is
now
being
I
area
°*
erd
HeIldel
- Cam’
at the Thorndike Hotel at 6.30
State Highway Department en
Looking toward the possible re paid on the South School alone, den marine architect, and follows
planned fireworks display. The committee will be made up of Ed- Thursday night.
gineer-supervisor Adin L. Hopkins jection cf the bill, which would per
parade and games will be in } ward Gordon, Louis Cates, Lin
which is presently on a 20-year in pattern the Bigtow, launched
Speaker of the evening will be
a year ago for the same company.
charge of Legionnaires.
1 coin E. McRae, Jr., and Almon P. William Darroch of Portland, of Camden. State Senator Cleve mit State financing of schools, the plan.
land Sleeper, Jr, of Rockland were group requested State Senator
Instead of the usual sliding down
The special events will come j Young.
Communiy
Park
was
mentioned
in
executive director for the state in present in an advisory capacity.
Cleveland Sleeper to enter a bill in the meeting as being a possible lo the ways, the chunky little cratt
under the Lions Club
while
Public relations will be handled the fund raising campaign.
Three plans of providing the Legislature to increase the maxi
Rotary will have charge ol ' by Sidney Cullen and Donald
cation for a new North End school. was cradled in heavy wire rope
The dinner will kick off thc needed docking space were sug
mum financing figure of the Roek
slings and was swung off its sup
concessions and will arrange en- J Calderwood as co-chairman of the
Heart Drive in tlie county with all gested. All three are to tie ..tudied
land School District. The bill, to
ports by the yard crane and into
tertainment. Ttie Kiwanians willi committee with Edwin Donovan community chairmen returning to
be introduced in title only for the
‘ the harbor as Joann cliristened it.
operate the Sea Goddess contest James Moore, Leonard Harlow, Ro their towns to start their forces as the work moves ahead.
Th“ first plan was to work en present, will ask for an increase
Officials of Central Maine Power
und the dances to be held during bert Lindquist, and Everett Blethen rolling the following day to raise
tirely ttirough the State Highway of *325.000 A clause in the bill New Central Maine Tugboat Company were present frcm ttie
the Festival.
as associates.
the funds needed to put the drive Commission. Tlie suggestion was
would bring it to Rockland voters
Christened By Joann Hud i Augusta office together with form
over the top in the coastal area
that the Commission erect and for referendum, however.
er Eastern Division manager H. P.
son, Rockland
maintain approaches and docks as
The Low-Senter bill is set up to
Blodgett of Rockland.
Thc Maine Maritime Academy
Thc General Seafoods Shipyard
training Ship American Sailor is new thc case w-ith thc Islesboro permit thc financing of schools in
Trial runs In the harbor are
ferry.
cities and towns throughout the launched the 28-foot steel tug ; scheduled today after which the
cleared Port Au Prince, Haiti, last
The second plan was the form State through what would amount Middletow for Central Maine
Wednesday for Cristobal, Canal
craft will be trucked overland to
ing
of a Penobscot Biy Poit District to a State school disrict. State Power Company at 3 p. m., Mon
Zone. Eleven men frcm this area
Dead River Dam where she will be
Due to the increased expense of operating we
The new craft was chris launched as soon as the ice is out
arc aboard as cadets on the with all town and city governments bonds would support thc several day.
effected participating This plan construcion and repair projects. tened by Miss Joann Hurson, 10, in
spring.
are forced to increase our Taxi Fares, starting
three month cruise.
includes State Highway Commis Tlie towns borrowing from thc daughter of
Eastern Division
____________
Feb. 1, 1951. This is the first time in the Taxi
sion help as well.
State district would, in effect, pay- Manager Robert W. Hudson and
Don't forget the paper drive
business that prices have ever been advanced.
The third proposal was to ap rental for their school building over Mrs. Hudson of the power company sponsored by the Sea Scout Exproach thc Maine Port Authority a period of 40 years.
Here are some of the reasons—
The small tug was especially de- plorers and 40 and 8, Feb. 11!
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 31
with the proposition that that or
Autos advanced 100'{; fuel advanced 90%;
5.30 to 7.00
ganization build and operate pier
Benefit of March of Dimes
insurance advanced 20%; maintenance 60%;
facililics at Rockland much the
I- 0. 0. F. HALL
living costs have advanced 50%. This has all
same as they do at Portland now.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Sleeper is to meet briefly with
taken place since 1940.
Sponsored bv Rebekahs and Odd
the State Highway Commission
Fellows
The only increase will be in the single passengers,
this morning to arrange a meeting
Adults 60c: Children 30c
fares will be 35c instead of 25c. All other fares
later this week with island and
Thc opening of approximately
one-half mile of productive St
George River clam flats in South
Thomaston and Cushing, effective
Peb. 1, was announced today by
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commissioner Richard E. Reed. He said
that the taking of clams from this
area closed by order of the U. S.
Public Health Service in 1SM6
would have to be limited to Pebruary and March of this year, be
cause of adverse conditions in
warmer weather.
Reed attributed the fact that
these flats could safely be opened
to the taking of clams to the intensive bacterial investigation of
the area which his department has
been carrying on periodically for
the past year. The present closure
line will be moved upstream about
900MM
yards,survey.
he said.

than 30 sampling stations were es
tablished throughout the closed
area and several hundred water
and clam meat samples were
analyzed at
the department's
Bootiibay's Harbor laboratory,
Although the work done on the
gj, George River by his department was the most exhaustive of
its kind ever und:,taken in that
area, Reed predicted, on thc basis
of the information obtained, that
would be highly improbable unany further openinig of the area
less corrective measures to reduce
up-river contaminations were put
I into effect.
| Exen the two-month change in
i
closure would have been impossiible without the department’s
’ bacteriological program, Reed said,
“By carryinig on the continuous
bacterial
erisla '
“ survei
Z? set
“, nn
s.Udhv IX

MOVEMADETOWARD ISLAND DOCK
Island, Rockland and State Officials Met Mon
day To Study Three Plans Which May
Result In Adequate Pier Facilities

FESTIVAL GIVES $1,000 TO CIVIC FUND
Greater Part Of ’50 Earnings Earmarked For
Public Good; 1951 Committees Named;
Festival Dates Are August 2-3-4

Blueberry Advisers

Guards Sheriffs Too

LOW SCHOOL FINANCING FAVORED
Rockland Legislator’s Plan Could Give City
New School At Same Yearly Bond Payments

Heart Drive On

Middletow Launched

Public Notice

PUBLIC SUPPER

Now A Grass Fire In January

will remain the same. Rockland, to our knowledge,
is the only place in Maine that has a fare as low
as 25c.
Two people from the same location will still be
25c each. Children under 12 years with parents
will ride for half fare. Single child under 12 with
parent, no charge. Two children under 12, accom
panied with parents, will be 50c; if not accompanied
with parents, the fare will be 35c. Picking up gro
ceries at markets will be the same, 50c. Delivery
of sm?U packages will be 50c.
Prices will be posted in every cab in Rockland.

ROKES & HARVEY, WOOD’S TAXI LINE
O’SULLIVAN TAXI, PARK STREET LUNCH TAXI,
JOHNNY’S TAXI, TOWN TAXI
12-13

The Star Circle of Thomaston
Presents

M

A THREE ACT FARCE

I was reminded of an oldtime
song when I picked up the current
issue of the Bridgton News and
saw a headline which read ''Down
Went McGinty.” We used to sing
that with a great deal of fervor,
which left no doubt that Mc
Ginty "must be very wet.”
In New York City air raid siren
tests arc being made on the mu
nicipality's 784 fixed and mobile
sirens. Thc national metropolis is
justified in believing that in case
of a Russian attack it would be the
enemy's first goal. And we of the
small fry don't feel too easy about
thc situation.

Massachusetts must be the school
pupils' paradise. Seems as if the
"no school" bell rings every other
day.
Ralph H. Smith of Cheyenne,
Wyo., sends me the Herdsmen
Edition of the Western Farm Life,
which contains the annual live
stock review. And such livestock
you never saw unless you have
been out "Shy-Ann" way. The
magazine of 210 pages, will be pre
sented to the first interested farm
er who calls at this office for it.
One year ago: Charles Sewall
was elected at the head of the
High School Band; Dianne Mer
rill at the head of the School Glee
Club—The Rockland H. S. Jun
iors had won seven straight games
of basketball.—Seth Low was re
elected president of Knox Hospital.
—Corice Gillis was elected editorin-chief of the North Haven school
paper. — Deaths: Camden, Mrs.
Fred Sherman, 62; Brockton, Her
bert H. Stover, formerly of Rock
land; Port Clyde, Flora E. Brown,
8.

In Municipal Court
Charles E. Smith of 14 Pine
street, Thomaston, was before the
court Saturday on dual charges.
First, he was charged with second
offense drunken driving, having
been convicted previously on April
26. 1948.
Thc second warrant
charged him with operating a mo
tor vehicle after his license had
been suspended. Both cases were
continued until Wednesday morn
ing to determine results of blood
teats taken following arrest by
Rockland police at 1.30 a. m., Sat
urday.
• • • •
Ernest Gamage of 17 South
street. Rockland, paid a fine of 810
on charges of passing a Stop sign
at the junction of Talbot avenue
and Union street.
• • • •
Ruth Farrell of West Meadow
road. Rockland, was fined 810 on
charges of driving at 50 miles per
hour on Maverick street in Rock
land.
• • • •
Monday, Perley A. Simmons of
Shaw avenue, Rockland, was fined
*10 on charges of speeding at 50
miles on Camden street Sunday.

For social Items in The CourierGazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf

You Said It”

BASKETBALL

By Dorothy Connover
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

Rockland High Schofll

ALMON B. COOPER

Camden High School

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

Beys’ and Girls' Game at ft

CURTAIN 8.15

COMMUNITY BUILDiNt

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31

TUESDAY, JAN. 30

Adults 75 rents, tax included—Children 50 cents, tax Included
Special Permission by Samuel French of New York
,

Is kite flying in the Spring time
getting to be a lost art? Somehow
I don't seem to see them as much
as I used to. Give me a bow kite,
a couple balls of stout twine and
a strong wind, and I was a happy
boy unless the kite 'broke away.”
Marconi hadn’t Invented radios,
but I used to send messages from
the ground to the far away kite,
and what a thrill I got in watch
ing that piece of paper swish its
way skyward. Only once a boy.

12-13

As unseasonable as it may be. a brisk grass fire kept the firemen of two departments hopping Sunday
morning. The fire burned over a considerable portion of the fields of the Harry Richardson farm on Butter
milk Lane before it was knocked down by firefighters using Indian tanka. The South Thomaston took track

shown above got one of ita first workouts since the apparatus was bought by the town last year.

at IM
Adults 88e; CUMrea Me
Gr. School Stodeata Me
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[EDITORIAL!
A SUCCESSFUL STATESMAN
Senator Brewster's announcement that he will be a candi
date tc succeed himself next year aroused no particular ex
citement for everybody took the fact for granted Senator
Brewster is one of the strongest men in public life today, and
one of the most frequently quoted on important matters Hts
travels have been worldwide and the knowledge which he has
gained in rubbing elbows with the world's leaders makes him
an intensely valuable factor in the upper halls of Congress
■Some of us have not seen eye to eye with all of his policies,
but by and large he has stood for most of the things which
make for the world's welfare. In the prime of public life it
would be a great mistake not to continue him in office There
is at present nobody seriously mentioned as a contender in
the Primaries and we have a hunch that nobody will seek to
cross swords with the doughty Maine statesman

f!

I

ie

7

drews 4.
Wiscasset Scuttled Rockport

A CAMPAIGN ISSUE
The Republican National Committee casting about for
issues on which to wage next year's presidential campaign
has seized upon "State Socialism" President Truman is
charged with using the world crisis as the back door to it. and
the Republicans are adopting the slogan: "Billions lor defense
but not one penny tn tribute to State Socialism " This may
serve well as one of the prime issues, but we have a notion
that the public takes even greater exception to the absurd and
fanatical use of the public funds There's wherp your tax
dollar comps

No cheerful little tearful is twoyear-old Gordon Miller, a polio
patient at Utica. N. Y„ Children's
Hospital. But the March of Dimes
through the Herkimer County
Chapter of the National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis—is
helping Gordon back to health
and a smiling future.

Air Force Cadets
All Pilot and Navigator
Training Now Open: All
Veterans Can Enlist

LEAVES PUBLIC LIFE
Fed up with public life, for the present, at least, is Ellord
A Stover, former Bath newspaper man. who has just resigned
as public relations director for the Maine Highway Commis
sion to engage in private business Stover served four and
one-half years on the Maine Liquor Commission, resigning
chairmanship in December. 1949 He is a young man of ex
ceptional ability, and friends wish him much success in his
new enternrise

Sergeant First Class Kenneth R
Judkins, commanding officer of the
Bath Army and Air Force Recruit
ing Station stated today there has
been a definite and sudden let-up
in the number of young men
applying for Aviation Cadet Pilot
and Navigator training. Judkins
said he believes this may be due
to a misunderstanding on the part
ol the public of the recent freeze
on enlistments in the United
States Air Force.
This freeze effects only the en
listment of men with no prior
service as Privates in the Air
Force. It doe- not effect the en
listment of young men for Cadet
Pilot or Navigator training. It also
does not effect the enli-tment in
the Air Force of men who have j
prior service in any of the Armed
Forces.
The Air Force is desirous of ob
taining as many qualified young
men as possible for Aviation Cadet j
Pilot and Navigator training. The
qualifications are: Two years of
college training age 20 to 26 1-2.
single and excellent physical con
dition Interested young men may
apply for this training through the
Bath Army and Air Force Recruit
ing Station located at Post Office
Building, Bath. Me.

RED FAILURE IN PARIS
A gathering of 5000 Communists in New York today might
be regarded as something of a show of strength: but in Paris it
pretty well constitutes a confession of failure The Com
munists used to be able to turn out demonstrators by the
hundred thousand in Paris, but on Wednesday, when they
wanted badly to show their strength in front of General
Dwight D Eisenhower's headquarters, they were unable to
muster any truly significant numbers.
Much of the illegal demonstration's failure obviously was
due to the energetic measures taken by the government. Six
thousand policemen and 1500 mobile guards were on hand in
the vicinity of the Hotel Astoria, and 8000 other security
agents were mobilized on the city’s outskirts. This reserve
force was never called into action for the demonstration
never really got started.
The entire affair must be judged in the light of the im
portance which the European Communists, directed by Mos
cow, attach to the Eisenhower mission. A scheduled antiAmerican demonstration earlier this month, when General
Eisenhower first passed through Paris, was a complete fizzle
Wednesday's show of strength obviously was designed to atone
for this first failure and to make it apparent that French
workers wanted no part of the North Atlantic treaty. In
addition to tlie monster turnout ordered for Paris, the Com
munist program also called for protest gatherings in other
French industrial centers. At Marseilles, reputed to to be one
of the strongest links in France's "red belt,” only 1000 persons
turned out; a grand total of 20 gathered in Lille, one of the
north’s most industrialized cities. In Metz, Toulouse, Lyon
and Valenciennes the results were similarly disappointing
from the Communist viewpoint.
All this may not mean that Communist power in France
has dwindled to the point where it is negligible, but it cer
tainly seems to show that an illegal. anti-American demon
stration-confronted. it is true, by police batons and guns—
can call forth only the party's die-hards. The element of
independent support, which the Communists have often laid
claim to, was completely lacking Here is a lesson to be
pondered both by Congress and the Cominform—Herald
Tribune.

MEDOMAK

Chuck Robart* of lhe Tigers heads for |iav din as Vlorse defenders rlose in on him under fhe basket.
Cross, who later went out due to fouls, readies himself to take a pass if the opposition stops Roharts from
shooting, which it didn't.

Rule and Regulation

Closed Area No. 27; St. George
River: The shores and flats of the
St. George River from its source
to a line drawn in a westerly di
rection from a red painted post on
the east shore of St. George River
in the town of South Thomaston,
approximately one and one-eighths
mile south of the northernmost
point of Hospital Point, to a red
painted post on the west shore of
said river in the town of Cushing,
except during the period between
February 1. 1951 and March 31.
1951, inclusive, it shall be unlaw
ful to take clams, quahogs and
mussels from the shores and flats
of the St. George River from its
source to a line drawn in a westerly direction from a red painted
post on the point approximately
five-eighths of a mile south of the
northernmost point of Hospital
Point in the town of South Thom
aston to a red painted past on the
west shore of said river in the town
of Cushing
Whoever violates any provision
of this rule and regulation shall
be subject to a fine of not less that.
$10.00 nor more than $300 00 and
costs or by imprisonment for not
more than 90 days or by both such
fine and imprisonment
Dated at Augusta. Maine, this
23d day of January. A D 1051
RICHARD E REED.
Commissioner of Sea and Shore
fisheries.
13-lt

—the wave of an arm by the station
agent or a seetionman to tbs crew
of passing train usually means
something nisi e (ban a casual greeilug

If something were wrong with ths

(rain, a hot-box, for instance, the
agent or seetionman would signal
the train to stop by waving his arm
back and forth across his knees at
right angles to the track
1—Back Up
2—Slow
The raised-arm signal known to
I
the railway fraternity as the ‘'High
ball." is one of a number of hand
To bring the train to a halt as the
signals which are in daily use on
Canadian National Railways couplers join, the trainman gives
i the
the
engineer the "stop” signal by
and other North American rail
waving his lantern or flag back
roads
I
Frequently. the signals aie and forth across his knees in pen
' given at a considerable distance | dulum fashion as illustrated in
j from the locomotive and to increase drawing 3
If operations require the train to
visibility red Hags are used At
night, or when day visibility is poor, move forward following the cou
! lanterns spell out orders from pling Job Ihe trainman will signal
hrakemen to engineers Here are the engineer to proceed by raising
j
and lowering his arm in a waving
J terns of the signals most commonly I motion
aa shown in Illustration 4
used, and what they mean
Before a train goes out on a run
When
a
train
is
required
to
take
i
•n an extra car, it backs up toward
the car until the couplers at the
end ot ths train and on the required
1 ear have been joined. To signal the
engiueer to back the train the
trainman swings his Hag or lantern
la a circle at half-arm s length as
shewn in illuatratioa 1.
As the end of the train Dears the j
BBC the trainmen signals the engi- 1
near to alow down in order that tbe
eanplers may he Joined with a
■lnlmurn of shocks To give this
tfgaal. he holds out bis hand with
•eg er lantern aa »o«*B is llltlitra5—4—Preseed

riispasing of Waldoboro Friday
night by 40-27 as Jackie Elliot led
the scoring with 13 and Red Dem
mons was runner-up at 11. They
led all tlie way and cleiined the
bench before the game was over.
The win put them into third place
in the K-L League, the mast exalt
ed position held by a Thomaston
team in feur years. Score:
Thomaston 138i—Demmons 5 Hi.
Ward: Mills 2 if). Walker 4; El
liot 5 (3). Gordon 1; Starrett. Mac
Farland; Stone (1): Henderson.
Waldoboro <27»—Webber 1. Wilshire 1 <4i; Scofield 3. Kuhn 2
Brown 15i, Genthner . Steele;
Creamer 1. DePatsy.

Hartleb Of Morse Tripped Tigers Friday As
Thomaston Went Into K-L Third Place and
Lincoln Won To Stay In Title Race
Morse of Bath emerged victori
ous over the Tigers Friday night
51-45 For three periods it was
anyone’s game but in the fatal
third the visitors put on a sud
den 22-point spurt to settle the
battle and they coasted in on
this margin The two had been
all even until midway of the third
session when a Morse forward
named Jack Hartleb suddenly cut
loa'e Four straight times lie cut
in under the Rockland basket from
the side to take quick passes and
dunk in buckets; for good meas
ure he sank a foul attempt and
when he was through Morse had
a 10-point lead and. as it turned
out. the ball game.
Two and a half minutes of the
game passed without a score until
this same Hartleb sank a free
throw, one of the four he ringed
during the slow opening period
which ended 7-6 Rockiand. as Paul
Sulides, Billy Hoch, and Justin
Cross did tlie Rockland scoring
In fact all of Morse's points in
the opener resulted from foul
shots. Rockland was traveling fas;
while the visitors were taking their
time and trying to find weaknesses
in the Tigers’ defense.
Tlie second period saw Rockland
take a six point lead midway with
Cross and Jocko Johnson doing
some nice shooting, but Bernie
Pomerleau and a big boy named
Jack kept Morse in there with
some good shooting from outside.
The Tigers' defense was still puz
zling Morse and most of their at
tempts were from beyond the key
hole This session also saw both
coaches register violent disagree
ment with the judgment of tiie
officials, which set the crowd off
into thunderous booing. At the
end it was still Rockland by a nose
at 20-19
Sulides. Hoch, and Bobby Gard
ner did what Rockland scoring was
done in the third frame and in
the fourth session the Tigers
fought to within eight points midway but failed to keep up a sus
tained drive and Morse swapped
points for time to kill the clock

Mr and Mrs L. W. Osier and j
Mr and Mrs Carl Hilton attended
the trade show in Lewiston.
Mrs. Althea Carter and son Carroll of Thomaston were callers at
Verg Prior's last week
Mrs. Robert Whitman has gone
to Connecticut where her husband
boro were guests at Clifford Shu Mrs Donald Carter and daughter
has employment
were callers at Chester Carter's last
Mr. and Mrs H. W Billings of man's last week.
Bucksport were week-end guests of
Joseph Palino spent the week week.
their sister and brother-in-law, Mr. end with his family, returning to
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Simmons of
and Mrs. Fred Keene
Boston Sunday.
Port Clyde visited last week with
Mrs. Edward Benner was a Rock Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner, Mrs. Simmons' sister. Mrs Hart
land visitor last week.
Jr., and Mrs. Clara Genthner visi well Carter
Mrs. Albina Shuman of Waldo- ted at Friendship Saturday
Mrs Amy Willey visited with her
Mr. and Mrs James Murphy and mother and sister at Waldoboro
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Leronia Carter of Friendship last week.
DEPARTMENT OF SEA AND
were visitors at Hartwell Carter's
SHORE FISHERIES
Sunday.
PI'BLK NOTICE
To learn typing, plenty or prac
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hansen of
Acting under authority vested in
tice is necessary and also, plenty
Camden
were
callers
at
C.
H
Shu

the Commissioner of Sea and
of paper For exercises in touch
Shore Fisheries of the State of man's recently.
typing, newsprint will serve the
Maine by Section 5. Chapter 34,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Little were
RJ5.. as revised, and with the ap callers at Ralph Keene's at Noble purpose excellently and economi
cally. For sale at The Courier-Ga j
proval of the Commissioner of boro last Sunday.
Agriculture, the rule and regulation
zette.
15 cents a package.
l'5O
Mrs Alice Carter and Mr and
promulgated on November 4. 1947.
closing certain shores and flats of
the St George River, designated
as Closed Area Number 27; St.
Railroaders Have Sign Language of Their Own
George River, to all digging of
clams, qua hogs and mussels is
hereby amended, to become effec
VERY little motion lias a mean
the brakes along the entire
tive February 1. 1951. as follows:
ing of its own on tbe railroad
of the train are inspected

E

Lincoln Over Boothbay

Lincoln Academy held onto a
slight lead almost throughout to
emerge winners over Boothbay
Harbor 51-46 and stay close to
Camden. Cy Skillin. Burt Hatch
and Al Bridges all hit double
figures for the Eagle while Reed
of the losers was high scorer with
20. Boothbay's girls won their
first league game of the season in
the opener, taking Lincoln 38-34
Score:
Lincoln (51i—Williamson 2. Skil
lin 6 (3); Hatch 3 (4); Belknap
2; Bridges 6. Sprague 1 (4)
Boothbay (46>—Pinkham 3 (1);
Reed 6 (8): Winslow, Stone 1;
Garland 3 (1> Abbott 1. An

Rockland's cause was not helped
when Hoch and Cross went out on
fouls toward the end. Morse was
getting the ball off the boards
well throughout and their defense
improved as the game progressed
They spent over a half probing
for a defensive weakness and when
they found it. struck hard. Rock
land was good by flashes but their
drives were not sustained. It was
their sixth loss of the season
The summary:
Morse (511—Hartleb 5 i7» Moses;
Pomerleau 4 <6>. Jack 2 13). Jackson; Powers ill. Munsey; Henrickson; King'bury, Stover 3. Preble.
Rockland (45)—Johson 3 (1);
Sulides 4 i4»; Crass 3. Levinthal
1 ip; Hoch 2 (3>; Gardner 2: Ro
barts 2.

Came From Behind To Win

Tiny Tinker Ifemy paced the
Thomaston trailed throughout the
Waldoboro as she sank 19 points.
Thomaston trailed throughout tiie
first half but a big third period
sent them ahead to stay. Monahan
led Waldoboro with 11. Score:
Thomaston t38>—Ifemy 9 ill;
Jenkins 3; Mayo 5; (1); Burton.
Edwards. Glidden, Putnam.
Waldoboro
(28)—Monahan
5
Morse JV 53, Rockland 39.
(1). Maxwell 2; Hoak 4 (li. Moody.
T.H.S. Ill K-I. Third Place
Wade 1; Davis. Hilton. Sukeforth.
Thomaston had litt e trouble in Boggs. O-ier.

Wiscasset had little difficulty
with Rockport in a Bulwer league
game Saturday winning at will
72-35.
Johnny Cavanaugh and
Ralph Thorndike were the chief
Rockport threats with 14 and 11
respectively while Bobby Cost.
Merry, and Jerry Dalton ran wild.
The Wiscasset girls also won. but
I don't know the score.
Wiscasset
(72 >—Flanders (1),
Hersom 1; Cost 8 (2). Merry 6
(3); J Dalton 5 (3), R. Dalton 1;
MacQueston 3 (2), Huber 1; Foye
4 (3).
Rockport
(35»—Spear,
Cash;
Thorndke 4 (3); Cavanaugh 5 (4);
B. Lermond (2), W. Lermond.
Welt 3 (2).

Invited To Enter
Schoolboys Asked To Join
Winter Sports and Ski
Championships
Schoolboys desiring to enter
the Maine Interscholastic Winter
Sports and Ski Championship at
Colby College Feb. 9-10. are urged
to request applications immediately.
Colby's director of athletics, Mike
Loebs, pointed out this week all
applications must be in his hands
well in advance in order to send
competiitors proper forms. A stu
dent may enter either with a team
or as an individual. Both team
and individual trophies will be
awarded winners. Each school has
been invited to send a team of
eight boys. This annual affair is
sponsored by the Maine Principals’
Association.
The meet will take in all Win
ter sports—snowshoeing, .skating,
and skiing On opening day down
hill and cross country skiing is
scheduled with a snowshoe race
also listed.
Saturday morning will be de
voted lo slalom races on the col
lege’s slope and speed skating at
the Colby rockey rink. Climax of
the two days wiill be ski-jumping
on the college's new 46 metre hill.
Requests fcr entry blanks should
be directed to Gilbert F. Loebs,
meet
director, Colby College,
Waterville. Me..

The Prophets Comer

The road back is tougher than
going down so the six out of eight
in week-end predicting meant only
an advance to .693. In the Tues Public Cordially Invited To
View Shells At Public
day games I like Rockland over
Camden by 54-49; Camden girls
Library
by 56-50; Hallowell over Lincoln
A collection of shells is being ex
Academy by 47-43; Thomaston
hibited at the Rockland Public Li
boys over Rockport 43-35; and the brary. sea shells and other crea
Thcmaston girls by 48-37
tures from the We-t Coast of Flo
rida. principally from Bradenton
ROCKVILLE
Beach. Anna Maria Lsland. The
There will be a Community Pro shells are univalves, a mollusk
gram at the Rockville Church on whose house consists of a single
Thursday night, Feb. 1 at 7.30 p. m. shell.
Moving pictures of local interest
Mast univalves have a strong
will be shown by Mrs. Hjordis door which closes the aperture
Thorvaldsen. There will also be tight after the animal is inside the
musical selections and community shell. There is a "trap door" of the
singing of favorite hymns. A col lelt handed whelk. This exhibit is
lection will be taken for the bene the property of Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
fit of the Church repair fund. Fol Erickson of Crescent Beach. Later,
lowing the ' program refreshments they will show bivalves, some of
will be sold at Lottie's store. Public which are more colorful than the
cordially invited.
univalves shown this week. All of
these shells are not in perfect con
Rugs wear better if they are
dition
and many have faded in the
based on newspapers. Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga bright sun by the time they are
zette.
62*aw picked up on the shore.

Mollusk Exhibit

1

ZJ

.. the only low-priced V-8
Ford alone in its field often you the
fine-car power ... the matchless get

away of a V-8 engine. And it’s low
cost power . . . with advancements
like Ford's "Power Dome" combus
tion giving you high compression”
performance with "regular" gas.

witb 43 “Look Ahead”
features
Built into every ’51 Ford are 43 new
long life features. You’ll find Ford is
easier to start with new Key-Turn
Starting ... easy to stop with DoubleSeal King-Size Brakes.

f

-

*

with the savingful
Automatic Mileage Maker
Combines an amazing system of car
buret ion, ignition and combustion to
squeeze the last drop of power out of
every drop of gas. New Waterproof
Ignition System assures quick starts
i all weather.

with Automatic
Ride Control
Advanced ’’Hydra-Coil” Front
Springs, new ’’Viscous Control”
Shock Absorbers and new Variable-Itate Rear Spring Suspension
are self-adjusting to every road
condition.

|

length
If the
man doing the job is at the rear of
the train when lie begins his In
spection. he signals the engineer to
apply the air brakes, in manner of
figure 5. by waving his hand hori
zontally above his head Then he
walks the length of the train cliei k
ing each wheel to see if the brake
shoes have a firm grip of the tire
in each case
When he reaches the head end.
he signals for the release of Hie
brakes This he may do verbally

6—Apply
Brakes

4—Release
Brakes

or by holding his hand above his
head as shown by drawing 6
He
then returns down the length of
the train to check that the shoeon each wheel have been released
If he begins his inspection from the
head end of the train he will give
the signals in reverse order
Hand signals ate an essential part
of train operations and contribute
materially to Ihe safety of the trav
eler and efficient opeiatmn of Cana
diar> National Railwajs .nd other
traiuA

Veu can pay mere

COME IN TODAY AND

but yew can’t bwy batter than

"TEST DRIVE" A '51

F.n.A.r.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. 32 Park St, Rockland

FORD
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T uesday-Tfiursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 31. A play sponsored by
O. E S. Circle, to be held at
Watts Hall. Thomaston.
Peb. 2—Rubinstein Club Guest
Evening, Farnsworth Museum.
Peb. 2—Annual meeting of the
Albert H. Newbert Association.
Peb. 5—Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R.
meets in Farnsworth Museum, at
3 2? p. m
Peb 6—Knox Hospital Auxiliary
meets in the Bok Home for
Nurses.
Peb. 9—Methebesec Club meets at
2.30 p. m. in the Farnsworth Mu
seum.
.Peb. 11—Paper collection spcn,
sored by Sea Explorers and 40
W
and 8.
Peb 11—Sunday Lecture and Dem
onstration by Prof Vincent Hartgen. University of Maine, in the
North Gallery at the Farnsworth
Museum. Open to the public.
Peb 16—Rubinstein Club Program
at the Farnsworth Museum.
Peb. 18—Sunday, Bess Battey
Gowdy piano concert in North
Gallery at the Farnsworth Museum. Open to the pubic.
Feb. 22—At Rockland. Mid-Winter
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association, at the Littlet
field Memorial Church.

Trumpeter Dudley Harvey of
Rockland was shewn in a picture in
Boston newspapers Sunday in a
trio of musicians from the NewEngland Conservatory of Music.
The photo was a part of a feature
article on the school which he is
attending.

OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR HEARTS KWEEN KANDIDATES NAMED

The Sun Oil Company, operator
of Sunoco service stations, has
made application for a permit to
erect a filling station on Park
street between the plant of Atlan
tic Manufacturing Company and
Gulf Oil Ccmpay. The area has
been vacant for several years. The
application was received by City
Assessor Arthur Doherty and esti
|
mated the cost of the building at
*10.000.

Cub Pack 206

Talented Young Musicians Delighted the Club
Members—Mrs. Sanborn and Mrs.
Barter Were Sponsors

It’s A Good Fight

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

National League

PRICE FREEZE STRIKES THAW
AT

KILROY’S BIG BARGAIN SALE

NOTICE

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. Ml.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

will vote for the candidate of their
choice.
The identity of the Kween is
kept secret until the moment of
the start of the coronation march
at the Karnival ball.
Balloting will be under the di
rection of Mrs. Libby. The con
ventional method of voting will be
used with polling booths being set
up and ballets prepared in the
same style as u-ed in municipal.
State and national elections.
So.r.e really lurious campaigns
are expected to start this week as
the five girls seek supporters in
their drive fer ballots which will
give them the coveted honor.

MADE A HIT AT ROTARY

The Weather

I

Youth Week

American Heart Association Through Nation; Five Girls To Compete For Karnival Krownwide Contributors Is Doing Great Work
Elections To Be Held On Friday Feb. 9

Among the things that money l
The names of five Senior girls
cannot buy is a new heart to re
who have been chosen by their
place a sick one. But money can
classmates as Kippy
Karnival
Kween Kand.dates were announced
buy new hope for cur hearts, for
the hearts cf our family, friends, Youngsters Have Completed this morning by Principal Hamil
and community.
ton Boothby The quintet was
Two Lively Months Of
chosen by balloting last Friday in
The 1951 Heart Fund? which is
Existence
the ■-chool from a list containing
being conducted throughout Feb
The Cub Pack sponsored by the ihe names of all Senior girls.
ruary. offers the American public
Kween candidates chosen are:
an opportunity fo aid in a very Congregational Church has com
practical and effective way in the pleted two months of its first year. ; Wanda Bradbury', Elizabeth Knowl
fight to protect the hearts of all Last Friday night it presented 61 ton Stephanie Lindquist. Beulah
MRS. CARRIE B. WALTZ
Powell and Jacqueline Snow
cur citizens against heart and cir
people 'Cubs, parents, guests) with
The girls have from now until
Carrie B. Waltz was born April culatory disease.
The heart di22. 1868. daughter of the late Reu sease- directly affect at least 10.- a demonstration of what one month Friday. Feb. 9 to campaign for the
ben Pillsbury and Martha i Ulmer» 000.000 men. women and children on a theme “The Indians" can title of Kween of Kippy Karnival.
Pillsbury. She attended the public in this country, causing some 637.- mean in terms of interest, handi On that day both students of the
high school and junior high school
schools of Rockland until about 000 deaths annually or more than craft. and enthusiasm.
Cub Scouting operates on the
1884 when she left school to keep 44 percent of the total yearly
house for her mother, and father death toll. Thus, since heart di basis of a weekly meeting with a
who were in failing health. Her sease is the leading disabler and mother and a Boy Scout 'Den
! mother died in 1888 and her father destroyer of life, it constitutes the Chief) after school in a home, and |
in 1895.
most challenging public health once a month an early evening i
meeting with all the dens and their ,
On Oct. 19, 1896 she was married problem facing America today.
parents meeting for exhibitions,
to Howard B. Waltz of Damaris
To help deal with this challenge
cotta Mills, who was at that time aggressively and effectively, the awards, and special programs.
Cub Pack 206 has four dens, with
j locomotive fireman on the night American Heart Association and its
' Pullman of which the late Joe York affiliates are seeking public sup the following personnel and mem
was engineer. After their marriage port for a three-sided program of bership:
Den 1. Den Dad. Walter Barstow;
••Do not forget your ear muffs," Mr. Waltz was employed by the
research, education, and commu
Den Mother. Luella Post; Denj
says lhe old Farmer’s Almanac for Limerock Railroad until his death
nity cardiac services.
Chief, Preston Perkin, Jr.: Denner. i One of the annual events which
the closing days of January. And in April, 192C. They made their
Priority in this program goes to David Barstow: other Cubs: Adriel local Rotarians anticipate with
do not forget to drive cautiously. home at 165 Broadway, Rockland,
research, without which no sub Mason. Woodbury Post. Craig Bor- pleasure is the program sponsored
Come tomorrow it will have been during their entire married life.
stantial progress can be achieved.
bv Mrs Ruth E. Sanborn, Director
178 years since the Louisiana Pur
Mrs Waltz lived at that residence That i. why the American Heart gerson. and Richard Edwards
Den 2. Den Dad. Arnold McKen of Music in our schools. Friday’s
chase was made. I disremember from the time of birth until death.
the price but Harry Truman would ; still carrying the care of her home Association is dedicated primarily ney: Den Mother, Edna Monteith; session was unusually interesting
fundamental scien Den Chief. Ronald Woodbury; Den- as she appeared with 32 little folk;
W consider it pocket money today.1 duties. Her funeral services were totific producing
advances in the cardiovascular ner. Robert Plummer; other Cubs: pupils of the sixth grade in charge
Well, here's January on the point held Sunday afternoon at her
Glen Clay, David McKenney. Henry of their teacher. Mrs. Marilyn
of kissing us good-bye. and hardly residence with Dr. John Smith field.
Contributions to the 1951 Heart Bird and Charles Monteith, Jr.
Barter.
enough snow to track into the Lowe, pastor of the Universalist
Fund represent, in great part, an
Mrs. Sanborn was introduced by
Den
3.
Den
Dad,
William
Cum

house.
Church,
officiating;
she
was
investment in research with an ex mings: Den Mother, Eleanor Was Lucius E. Jones, chairman of thp
buried on her family lot at Achorn
Malcolm Morrell, athletic direc
pected return in basic knowledge gatt; Den Chief, Richard Lindsey: January committee, who paid a
Cemetery. The bearer were from
tor at Bowdoin College, has re
of the causes and prevention of Denner, William Bird; other Cubs: splendid tribute to her ability and
Rockland Lodge of Elks of which
leased information that the college
heart disease. A major portion of Richard Cummings. Peter Karl, the obvious results of her work and
Mr. Waltz was long an active mem
plans a full sports program next ber.
funds received from the public is Rowland Wasgatt
and James devotion to her duties. He prom
year. Previously, reports had cir
earmarked for scientific investiga Tinker.
ised an interesting and enjoyable
She is survived by her son. Fred
tion. During the past year, $419.culated that the Brunswick school
Den 4. Den Dad, Philip Damon: hour in which members were not
erick and grandson. Paul Waltz, of
« would curtail sports due to war
009 was expended by the American Den Mother, Inez Harden; Den disappointed.
this City.
Heart Association and an ad Chief, Hartford Foster, Jr.: Denner,
' conditions.
The small artists formed a semi
ditional $600000 by its affiliates on David Harden: other Cubs: Charles circle at the entrance of the din
BORN
The Coast Guard is offering
Huntley. Keith Damon, David Gam ing room and guided by the baton
Sidclinger—At
Knox Hospital, research.
commissions ranging from lieu Jan.
Research support has made pos age and Peter Monson.
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
of their instructor proceeded to fill
tenant i jg ) to Lieutenant Com Sideiinger of W’arren. a daughter sible significant progress in surgi
The Pack Committee, made up of the hotel with lovely strains: hard
mander to merchant marine deck
Gray—At Knox Hospital, Jan. cal treatment of abnormalities of Den Dads and Den Mothers and ly to be expected of children of
and engine officer with four or 28. to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gray of tlie heart and circulation, preven Cubmaster Charles R. Monteith, tender ages In the chorus were
more years experience. Further in Rockport, a daughter.
tion of recurrent attacks of rheu meets monthly to plan ahead, and rich soprano voices probably not
Ward—At Knox Hospital. Jan 27.
formation can be obtained from t-o Mr. and Mrs. John Ward, a matic fever through penicillin pro review the current project. The elsewhere excelled. With flawless
Coast Guard headquarters in daughter
phylaxis, the use of anticoagulant theme for February is "Flags," technique they rendered such num
Washington or from the Rockland
Bean—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 29. drugs to decrease deaths caused by- chiefly the American Flag, with bers
as "The Boating Song.”
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean of coronary heart disease, ACTH and
Coast Guard Base.
the United Nations coming in for "Friendship” and "Wild Animals."
Warren, a son.
Two mites. Joan Scarlott and Billy
Hyer—At Randolph
Maternity cortisone in the treatment of rheu some emphasis.
The Courier-Gazette office re
Last Friday Miss Ruth Rogers Smith then earned a storm of ap
Home.
Waldoboro.
Jan.
27.
to Mr matic fever and similar diseases,
ceived a most gratifying call Mon
Mrs. Robert Hyer, a son— , and the knowledge of cholesterol was special guest at the Pack meet plause with a piano duet while pint
day morning when an elderly wo and
Richard Wayne.
molecules in the blood, which may ing in recognition of her assistance sized Robert Ward, standing about
man called to say she had re
furnish additional clues to the with material on the theme for as high as the piano stool, brought
ceived many calls for an advertise
MARRIED
cause of hardening of the arteries. January, "Indians." Mrs. Randall his audience to its feet with his
ment placed in The Courier, and
Turning-Robinson—At New Brit
Education of professional groups of her staff prepared an interest rendition of "Rudolph, the Red
ain.
Conn.,
Jan.
27,
Raymond
was delighted to tell us that she
and of the public, and stimulation ing and arresting poster on the, Nosed Reindeer.” He was followed
Turning
cf
New
Britain,
Conn,
and
had found a pleasant new home.
Miss Priscilla Robinson of Hart of well-conceived programs of project, and that was on display by a minature Lilly Pons in the
community cardiac services, put as well as books from the local li person of little Gloria Colpit; mak
An ignition fire aboard the sar ford. Conn.
Hutchins-Babb—At West Wash ting to use available knowledge
dine smack Daisy T., at the
brary and the Bangor Public Li
ington, Jan. 6. Harold K. Hutchins
Hunter Machine Company wharf and Joanne Babb . both of Wash and existing resources, are two brary. arranged through Miss
other basic objectives of the Asso Rogers’ co-operation. Miss Rogers I
called out firemen early Monday ington—by Rev. Harold Nutter.
ciation and its affiliates. Profes also demonstrated for the purpose
afternoon.
Roy Hunter extin
DIED
sional education brings the phy of the Cubs how to properly open The Shells and Independents
guished the fire but the firemen
Doe—At
Rockland. Jan. 30. sician up to date regarding scien a book. This is one of their re
used the smoke ejector to clear
Share Sunberth In the
George E. Doe. of East Friendship, tific and clinical advances, aiding ,
the boat of the heavy smoke.
quirements in connection with the
age 90 years
Funeral services
American League
him in the early recognition, diag “Reading" achievement.
The Rockland Lodge of Elks will Thursday at 2 o'clock frem the nosis, and treatment of heart di
The American League bowling
The Cub Scouting program re
Davis Funeral Home. Thomaston.
show a motion picture of the 1950 Interment
in Doe Cemetery, seases. Lay education helps elimi quires the co-operation of the par scores of Thursday and Friday
World Series this evening.
The Friendship.
nate harmful fears, encourages the ents in order for it to function. were most interesting.
film has been obtained by Earl
Rowell—At Walpole. Mass.. Jan. individual .to seek early medical
Den 4 proved it was doing that by
Tlie Independents won five points
Barter of Tenants Harbcr who is 14. Alton W. Rowell, formerly of care, turns him toward rehabilita
having present on last Friday
from the Genera! Seafoods, but the
, an umpire in baseball leagues in Montville, age 68 years.
Beverage—At Silver Springs. Md . tion instead of wasteful invalidism. night every parent and Cub as well
* the South. Tfie show will be for
scores were very close for each
Jan. 29, Albion P Beverage, for
Continued progress in controlling as Den Chief Hartford Foster.
members of the lodge, their ladies merly of North Haven, age 42 heart disease will be assured
• • • •
string with the winners only 17
and invited guests.
years. Funeral arrangements to through public support of the 1951
Councilmen of St. Bernard’s Boy
pins ahead at the finish. Fogarty
be made.
Scout Troop 216 met Friday night
A Rummage Sale, sponsored by
Blanchard—At Camden. Jan. 26. Heart Fund drive. "New Hope for ' at the home of President Paul was high man for the Independ
the Catholic Women's Club will Howard Eugene Blanchard, ate 66 Hearts" depends upon the gener Plourde, Purchase street. Nine of ents with a single string of 117 and
total of 319 while Lowell led the
be held Saturday, Feb. 17. at the years. Funeral services were held osity of the American heart, and
the 10 members were there—also
General Sea Foods with a single
G.A.R. Hall, offering unusual bar Monday at the Gilbert Laite Ftt- the value we place upon it.
eral Home. Rev. Ferdinand LoungPlease send your contribution to Elwood Clark. Jr., the new assis of 117 and total of 315. The score:
gains. Doors open at 9 a. m
way officiated.
Sam
Savitt, 36& Main sitreet, ■ tant Scoutmaster. George Phillips, Independents: Simmons 278. Ep
13andl5
Jr., took a test, passed it, and be
Rockland.
stein 268, Fogarty 319. Hodgkins
CARD OF THANKS
came a First-class Boy Scout. A
I
wish
to
express
my
thanks
to
271, Gray 291. tctal 1427. General
GAME PARTY
friends and family who made my ' India is exploring possibilities of discussion followed upon which it Seafoods: S Willis 269. Lowell
I
EVERY FRIDAY
Christmas in Lewiston Hospital | extracting sulfur from gypsum.
was decided to .transport the Troop 315, Calder 252. Genevicz 273, W.
At 7.30 P. M.
more pleasant, especially to the
216 boys and council members to Willis. 301, total 1410.
TOWER ROOM
Women's Catholic Club and the
the awarding of Ad Altare Dei at
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Wednesday Night Club, to individu
The Post Office Nc. 1 beat the
St. Dominic’s Catholic Church in
Auspices Knights of Columbus
al friends, nurses and Dr. North.
Gulf 3 points to 2, but had to roll
Portland on Feb. 11. The mem
1-tf 13*t
Mrs Florence McCarty.
1/dti
an extra five boxes to do it. The
bers also decided To have a benefit
P O took the first string handily
Austria's hog population now is
card party on Feb. 19 at St. Ber
Main Street
with a margin of 36 pins, but the
estimated as almost back to prewar.
nard
’
s
Parish
Hall.
The
proceedBock I and, Me.
Gulf won the next two by 5 and
will go to Boy Scout Troop 216.
31 making a tie total of 1433 each.
Following the business meeting re
$
*
?
?
Prescriptions
The total counts 2 points, so the
freshments were served by Mr. and
Democratic Impartiality
roll off was to determine whether
CARL M. STILPHEN
Mrs.
Plourde.
Carefully Compounded
governs our
the P O. would win 3 points or
LADY ASSISTANT
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
Australia is offering big supplies lose 4. Each man rolled twice to
SERVICE
of fresh and salt water crocodile make a string and the P.O wen 113
13-15
to 98.
skins.
PHONE 701

IF

Page Three

The Office of

STILL GOING ON

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD

KILROYS

Will Be Closed from

Jan. 27 through March 5
12-13

KRMYMAVY STORE

The Water Co. took over the P.O.
No 2 team for 5 points. Doak
had high total of 299 and Ames
high single of 113 for the winners
Water o.; Doak 299. B. Winslow245. Ames 293. Curtis 260. C. Wins
low 264, total 1361. P. O No. 2:
MacPherson 266. Kirk. 208. Win
chenbaugh 244. E.ks 264. Thomas,

For soothing

VAPORUB

Was Fittingly Observed At Onetime Owl’s Head Town
Congregational Church
Meeting Moderator Now
Heads Digest Sales
Morning wor.ship at the Rock
land Congregational Church was
conducted by eight young people
who were church members and the
pastor. Ramona Dow gave the
call to worship, Betty Knowlton
the children's story.
Barbara
Knowlton the Old Testament les-on,
Richard Phillips the New Testa
ment lessen. Shirley N» 1-on led the
Affirmation of Faith, Corinne Ed
wards led the litany, Attn Ludwig
gave the prayer of dedication, und
Beverly Manning the benediction
The pastor took lor his topic the
theme of youth week Christ Calls
—Serve in Faith.”
Other youn-t people participating
in the church program last Sunday
who are church members were:
Mis; s Catherine MacPhail Marcia
Lindquist, Nancy Leach and Marie
Whalen. These young lathe.- assist
ed in the Primary Department ol
Church School which meets dur
ing the morning worship houi
Participating next Stinday after
noon in the interdenominational
youth service from the Congrega
tional Church will be David Scar
lett, Marcia Lindquist, Ronald An.
derson, Nancy Leach, John Ware,
Stephany Lindquist.
This service
will be held at the Universalist
Church at 4 o’clock with young
people
from
the
Protestant
churches invited.
The service on Sunday morning
at tin- Congregational Church, and
the
interdenominational service
next Sunday at the Universalist
Church were both planned by the
United Christian Youth Movement
for use all over the United States
and Canada during this Youth
Week 1951.

The Reader's Digest features a
former Owls Head resident in its
February issue. George F. Sprague,
now head of the community repre
sentatives of the magazine is the
subject of the monthly feature
' The Group Who Make the Di
gest.” Sprague is married to the
former LUlias Reed, daughter of
Capt. and Mrs Peter K Re d Of
Owls Head.
The account follow; :
"Bi ought up in lhe typical
Yankee town of Dar.fo th, Me.
George Sprague as a boy began to
sell seeds, newspapers and maga
zines when he discovered that such
laber could be converted into air
rifles and bicycles. Later, he
earned hia way through Colby
College by holding down a variety
of jobs. One of ihem—promoting
Pictorial Review subscriptions from
house to house—won him a prec
ious year’s scholarship.
"After hts graduation in 1931,
Oecrge was appointed sub-master
and athletic coach at Lee Academy,
Me. He resigned two jvars laier
to become State Vocational Direc
tor for the Curtis Publishing Com
pany, in which position he intro
duced tlie elements of salesman
ship to an average of f IXX) high
school students each year for
eight year Then he wa promoted
to an executive position in the
Curtis home office at Philadelphia.
"In 1945, George joined the Di
gest family as Subscription. Agency
Manager. Jn this post he is responsible for the expansion of the
Digest subscription list through a
staff of more than 50 000 Commu
nity Representatives. Two years
ago, he also took over the guidance
of the Educational Edition of the
WARREN
Digest, now used in nearly all of
Mystery Circle will meet this the nation's high schools."
evening with Mrs. William Stan
See the latest styles in Furs and
ford.
The Riverside Club will observe Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
guest night Wednesday night each
1-tf
couple to invite another couple to
the 6.30 supper, followed by a pro
gram.
Committee oil arrange
NOTICE!
ments includes Mr. and Mrs Fred
Perkins, Jr, Mr. and Mrs. Alden
Knox-Lincoln Farmers'
Johnston, Mr. and Mr.-. Llewellyn
Co-operative. Inc.
Payson, and Mr. and Mrs. B J
of Kockland. Maine
Y’ellicani.
Will hold its Semi-Annual
Miss Joan Maxey returned Sun
Meeting at the
day night to Westbrook Junior
U.
C.
F.
Rockland Store
College, Portland, alter passing a
few days after mid-year examina
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 31
tions. with her parents, Mr and
at 7.30 P. M .
Mrs. Boyntcn Maxey, and grand
mother, Mrs. Laura Starrett.

234.
The I.O.OH won from Knox
Business College 5 points. M. Ben
ner was high man with a single
string of 119 and 314 total. I.O.OF :
Achorn 254. A Benner 289, A.
Makinen 255, W. Makinen 274. M.
Benner 314, total 1386.
Knox
Business Colkge: Roe 255. Doe
255, Allen 243. Staples 262. Smith
271, total 1288.
Flight E won from the Lime Co5-0. Flight E: Dough 255. Rowe
255, Anderson 254. Harry 268. Bry
ant 287. total 1260. Lime Co.: Orff
224. Wiggin 237, Little 251, Went
worth 231, Melvin 272. total 1234.
League standing:
American League

Won Lost

Shells,
Independents.
P O No. 1,
Guf,
Spruce Head.
Gen. Seafoods,
MCS.R ..

P.C
1.000
1.000
.600
oco
.000
.000
.000

Any way you look at it—you're
sure to u in! We'll replace your
present oil burner with a new
Timken Silent Automatic Wail-

PC.
1.0C0
1.000
1.0<K)
.000
oco
.000
.oco

antee ol savings—-on a moneyback. burner back basis! No other
<nl burner is backed by this

National League

Flight E .
Water Co..
I.O.O.F.,
Am. Legion.
Knox Bus Col
Lime Co.,
P. O No. 2,

Won Lost
5

Flame Oil Burner and guarantee
fuel oi! sat ings in writing! We

will make a scientific test of your
heating plant and determine how-

GET EsG
FUEL OIL

much fuel you can save. It you
buy. you’ll receive a w ritten guar

written guarantt e! Phone us today
and start enjoying new cleanli
ness. quietness and dependability
with a Timken Silent Automatic
Wall-Flame Oil Burner!

WODEL-T ROTO-ETTE
Revolutionary...
NEWI

Here’s a wonderful new garden machine
that takes the back-breaking labor out of j
more than eighteen different outdoor chores!
Not only w ill it mow your law n, plow snow.
spray trees, dust crops, cut wood, haul
loads, etc.—BUT it will prepare your gar
den for planting in one simple operation
AND make it possible for you to do all
your composting by machine right in your
garden itself! Free booklet asailable! Come
in today!

Flanders FlowerShop

DUE TO COLDS

relief, rub ou...^

ing her first public appearance, in
"Magic Song of Happiness.”
At this point students from the
High School, supplemented with
piano and saxophone duet by Joan
and Marion Talbot in "London
derry Air" and Charles Sewail
and Richard Burpee in saxophone
solos. "Two Tone Echoes" and
"Emmeline." respectively.
These
four young people are members of
the school band and their work was
of a high degree of excellence.
Another little lady. Flora Wooster,
closed the musical treat by sing
ing "Now is the hour when we
must say goodbye.”
Following
adjournment
Mrs.
Sanborn graciously responded to
compliments extended and assured
her admirers she would endeavor to
provide other entertainments in the
future.
In lighter vein the entire male
chorus of the Club welcomed Dr.
John Smith Lowe as he entered the
room by a full volume interpreta
tion of ‘‘Rock-a-bye-baby" in honor
of the arrival of John Smith Lowe
III who became a citizen ol Maine
at 5 a. m., Friday. The genial and
beloved Doctor evoked a facial
ripple which is only possible when
one becomes a grandfather to a
bouncing lad.
Visiting members were Horace A.
Little from the Ellsworth Club,
Glen A. Lawrence, Belfast and Al
bert Laliberte. R. S. Rippey and
Raymond Conley of Camden.
Charles T Smalley.

Sprague Featured

C4MDF.N ST., ROCKLAND, MF
13 14

WE LL GIVE YOUR Oil BURNER THIS EFFICIENCY HST!
We will test your present oil burner—regardless of make or type—for
operating efficiency, using laboratory-ty pe instruments and factory-speci
fied methods, loti will receive a comprehensive written report on its
operating efficiency and a detailed estimate on how much you will save
w.liia 1 iniken Silent Automatic. Phone us todav! No obligation,of courstl

A. C. M100N & CO.
TELEPHONE 51,

DISTRIBUTOR

ROCKLAND, MAINE

’Ttlesfl^-Tfiiirsday-SafarfM
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WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
TeL 49

TipsonTouring
__ By Carol Lane

WALDOBORO

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

MRS ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

Telephone 240

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lineo inserted
onee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

Women's Travel Authority
How would you go about look

CHAPTER XI

Frazer gave him a nod of appre
ciation and remarked, "Looks like
you're going aomewhere. Is that
Bartell's rig?”
The old man frowned. "Seems
like there's some argyment as to
who's goin’ where. The old boy's
tryin’ to send the gal away to some
[place they got out in the hills. She
■says she ain't goin’, but he's kinda
stubborn. Asked me to come down
and harness up fer him."
"Going where?” Frazer asked
quickly.
“I dunno. I reckon I'll drive fer
’em, but they ain't agreein’ none
too good on who's goin or when.”
! Frazer studied the old fellow for
<a moment, then asked cautiously,
'"Did you hire out to Bartell?"
J "You might say as how 1 did. He
• sked me to take on this chore,
land I couldn't very well turn him
idown, seein' as how they was
imghty white to me last night.”
: "Has Bartell told you about his
get scheme for taking over north
ern Sonora?"
f There was honest astonishment
cn the weathered features, and Fraeer knew that he had made no mis
take in broaching the subject. "So
nora?” the old man repeated wonderingly. "What in temation fire
are yo’ talkin’ about?"
"Too much of it to explain," Fra
ser said shortly, "Bartell s backing
a scheme that's due to turn this
border country into a shambles.
The men you were with in the sa
loon last night were trying to pump
you for information about a ship
ment of guns that's supposed to be
bidden near here.”

Bartell Tries to Send
Helen to the Mountains
"Whew! Sounds right excitin'.
,Well, they didn't git nothin' outa
me. I’d swear there wasn't any
thing cached up there in them can!yons. I been all through 'em and I
^didn't see no sign of anybody hav
in' been in there.”
I "Maybe that's what they wanted
to know,” Frazer told him dryly.
"Now they won't have to search
that part of the country. Anyway,
it looks to me like Bartell’s trying
to get his daughter out of the coun
try before the storm breaks. See
jthat you take good care of her—
and keep your eyes skinned for a
■little southpaw gunman. He might
take a notion to heave some lead
;at her. If he turns up you better
'Shoot first and ask questions afteriward.”
■ Ignoring the old prospector's
amazed question he turned toward
a back door and climbed a atair,'way which he had not seen on his
previous visit. It was no time for
^ceremony, so he contented himself
.with a shout of greeting as he was
halfway to the upper floor,
l Derek Bartell met him in what
appeared to be a sort of pantry,
the man’s dark face bleak and
angry. Obviously he had been quar
reling with his daughter, but there
was more than mere anger in those
fanatical eyes. The man was show
ing some of the fear which must
have been growing upon him dur
ing the past twelve hours. For the
first time he seemed to be recog
nizing the dread implications of
the storm he had stirred up.
"Morning,” Frazer greeted ab
ruptly. "Sorry to intrude at such
an hour, but I would like to speak
to your daughter.”
: Bartell faltered, then spoke with
an obvious effort at heartiness.
i"Come right along in. We never
finished that talk we were having
last evening.”
I "You left rather suddenly,” Fra
zer reminded him.
| "Sorry about that. Something lm•portant came up and I had to at
tend to it.” He broke off shortly,
.still showing signs of uneasiness,
tit seemed clear that he did not in
tend to renew his earlier offer of
'employment, and Frazer wondered
,what had brought about the change.
IHad Chew or Kranz told him
something to make him suspect
this stranger in town,
i
I Helen came into the room then,
'her appearance bringing evident
relief to her father. Frazer saw
that she had been angry, but it
brought * sense of quick satisfac
tion that she should smile at sight
of him. There did not seem to be
any doubt that she was glad to see
him—and he did not think the emo
tion was based purely on the reas
on she gave.
t "You're just in time to be an
»Uy,” she greeted. "Father has
been trying to pack me off into
the mountains, and I don't propose
to go.”
'—'But Mesa Verde ls dangerous,”

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars
Dodge ■ Plymouth -Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated

Track Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
t!5 MAIN ST., ROCK LAND, ME.
1-tf

Bartell said testily.
"I think your father Is right.”
Frazer said quietly.
"After last night you can't doubt
that someone believes it necessary
to get rid of you. If you leave
Mesa Verde for awhile lt will give
the authorities a chance to break
up the outlaw gang that seems jo
be responsible." He paused and
gave her a meaning smile. “Nat
urally I'm not at all happy to see
you go. but I'm sure it will be for
the best."
He caught the faintest trace of
coquetry in her brown eyes as she
murmured reproachfully, "Now
you're disappointing me. I thought
you would be on my side.”
"In everything else—but not In
this matter.”
•Traitor. I'm sura Ill be safe
enough here. I've been getting the
very best of protection so far—and
I don't like the prospect of sitting
around in idleness up there at that
old ruin of a ranch.”
He mentally cursed the oblige
tion which bound him to Mesa
Verde. Offhand he could think of
no prospect more pleating than a
trip to some remote mountain re
treat with Helen Bartell. He tried
to tell her so with his eyes and she
came across the room toward him,
her smile hinting that she had re
ceived the message and was well
pleased by it.
j
Then she halted as though some
one had struck her In the face. A
disgusted frown supplanted the
smile and she wrinkled her nose
suggestively. "Please excuse my
bothering you with such a personal
matter.” she said witn something
like cold fury in her tones. "I’m
sure your interests elsewhere must
be so great that you're being bored
by ail this.”
Before the astonished Frazer
could reply she was out of the
room. He turned to face Derek
Bartell’s wry smile "Now what
was the meaning of that?” he won
dered.

in a sudden good humor. Some
thing had occurred to please him,
that was certain.
He was smiling broadly when he
came back into the room, and
Frazer realized that he W’as a
pleasantly attractive man when the
fanaticism and fear were both ab
sent from hit eyes. "She's going.”
he said abruptly. "I don't know
whether to thank you or that rank
scent, but something altered her
stubborn attitude.”
He studied
Frazer narrowly as though sudden
ly interested in this tall young fel
low who had affected his daughter
so strangely. "I’m not quite sure
I understand her motives in the
matter, but I won't argue. The
important thing ia that she's get
ting out of town.
"It must be the perfume,” Fra
zer murmured, trying to keep his
(ace from getting red. "I hope
you'll put in a word of explana
tion for me. I don’t want her to
keep those wrong ideas.”
Bartell’s smile remained quizzi
cal. "I will tell her about it—some
time. But not until ahe'a out of
Mesa Verde. If it’a the perfume
business that was responsible for
her agreeing to go I'm not going to
risk another change of mind. She's
a real woman in that respect—and
stubborn, too.”
Frazer grinned at the other'a
tone. "Is that the gun you’ra carrying?”
Bartell started. "I completely
forgot I had it. Here.” He handed
it over, his glance becoming a lit
tle more keen. “What do you ex
pect to learn from it?”
"I don't rightly know,” Frazer
told him. “It's just that somebody
was mighty anxious to get hold of
a gun from me last night. The ones
I had didn't seem unusual in any
way, so I figured it must be this
one they wanted.”
"I didn't see anything unusual
about that one, either,” Bartell
commented.
Frazer studied the weapon brief
ly and knew the same sort of baf
flement as had coma to him on the
Inspection of the other two guns.
Apparently Mesa Verde did not
have much originality in its sixgun styles. This was one of those
plain, cedar-butted Peacemakers,
just like the other two.
"Maybe I guessed wrong.” he
said with a frown. “If I did I've
pulled a real boner. I left those
other two Colts where the first
snooper could pick them up.”
He started for the stairway,
pausing only long enough to throw
a parting remark at the stout man.
"Don't forget to put in a good word
for me.”
"Later,” Bartell said briefly.
Then he added significantly,
"You'd better try to see me some
time today. I'd be Interested to
know how you make out with your
gun puzzle." The last sentence was
obvioualy an afterthought.

All Shells Removed
From Mystery Guns

"I think your father It right.”
Frazer aald. "After last night
you can't doubt that eomeono
believes It necessary te get rid
of you.”

Bartell seemed happy te be able
to smile at the woes of someone
else. "My daughter has a strong
aversion to the perfume effected
by a certain barmaid,” he pro
nounced slowly. "I presume it re
minds her that a very good friend
of hers appeared here with the
same distinct odor on him. At any
rate you seem to have the same
aroma about you.”
"I ahouid,” Frazer said savage
ly. "The girl In question was in my
room for at least a half hour last
night—and very close to me for a
part of that time.”

Frazer Asks Return
Of Scott's Revolver
Bartell frowned. "You admit it?”
"Sure. The huzzy tried to steal
a gun from me and I caught her In
the act. It seems your friend Chew
was mighty anxious to find out who
I was. Then Ed Delaplane wanted
the gun I picked up in the alley
last night. You wouldn’t know any
thing about that, I suppose?”
Either the man wai a very good
actor—which Frazer doubted—or
his surprise and perplexity were
entirely genuine. "Of course I
know nothing about it. Why should
I?"
"Because somebody is mighty
anxious about a gun. I don’t think
It's one of the guns I had. I think
it must be the gun I gave to your
daughter last night That s what I
came for this morning. Do you sup
pose I might stay here long enough
to get it—if I stay out where the
wind can blow on me?”
Bartell relaxed enough to smile
at the final phrase. "I’ll see what I
can do. You'd better wait here.”
He could hear the sound of muf
fled voices from a distant part of
the house. Helen’! tones were al
most inaudible, but Derek Bartell
was booming heartily, apparently

It wai lomething of a surprise
to find the six-guns still on the
washstand. If Dan had not placed
them so carefully he might have
believed that no one had been near
them during the interval since he
had gone to breakfast. However,
he had marked their positions care
fully and he saw that both had been
moved. Someone had been prompt
in making a raid—but why had the
guns been left’
The obvious answer was that
neither of these weapons was the
one in which someone had such a
strong interest. That put the pres
sure squarely back upon the Colt
which he had brought from Bar
tell s. It must be Archie Scott’s
gun that the searchers wanted.
A close inspection of the gun told
him nothing. Evidently it was a
weapon whch Scott had procured
locally and, although it was not
new, it had been recently cleaned
and oiled. So recently that Fra
zer knew the job must have bee
done by Helen Bartell. It threw an
interesting sidelight on the girl's
character. Not many girls would
have thought to clean a fouled gun,
particularly under such circum
stances as had obtained during the
previous evening
The fact was net helpful other
wise. He could not see a thing
about the weapon which offered any
hint as to why anyone should be
anxious to get hold of it. He broke
out the cylinder end inspected the
loads. One chamber was empty,
the customary safety measure, and
the other five contained fresh,
bright cartridges. Again it told him
only that the girl was accustomed
to using her head. She had been
smart enough to check the weapon
and reload it.
He seemed to be up against a
blank wall, but he knew that there
must be an answer here. Having
eliminated all possibilities but one.
he suddenly found himself toying
with an idea that seemed like a
real hunch. Hr turned back to tho
other two Colts and opened them.
There was not a single shell in
either one.
That seemed to clinch the mat
ter. He left all three weapons on
the washstand and went out quick
ly. speaking to no one as he left
the hotel, and strode grimly up
the street toward Carson Emery a

ing up a friend in a strange city
If you didn’t have her address?
Here are some tips which I
found helpful when faced with
that problem on a recent trip
to the South.
First, check the telephone
directory. If the person is not
listed, visit the nearest library
and look up
her name In
the City Di
rectory.
I f h e r
name does
not appear
in either di
rectory, call
the local
utility com
pany. Usually there ls only one
such company In a city so they
are likely to have a list of most
of the residents and their addresses.
Other agencies which might
be able to help you are the
Travelers Aid Society, Police
Department, Census Bureau,
Income Tax Bureau and the
Chamber of Commerce.
By using a little ingenuity,
you probably will be able to lo

! Mrs. Ruth Palmer, Mrs. Avis Eug
ley and Mrs. Annie Genthner were
in Portland Saturday.
George LaRue. F.CS.I.. who is
stationed in Pennsylvania, spent
j
the week-end with his wife and
j
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
daughter at the home of Mr and
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Mrs. Claude Fitch.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Elmer Hoffses was rushed to
1
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Knox County Hospital Friday aft
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
[
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
ernoon to be treated for head and
I
neck
injuries
suffered
when
a
tree
i
which he was chopping, fell on
'
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
i him.
TWO-Year-Old
Male
Beagle
The Waldoboro Chapter. Red
HAY for sale. Between two and
!
Cross met Friday afterncon at the three tons, early cut. Inquire 22 Hound for sale. $25. Call after 5
12*14
13-15 p. m. TEL. 2601
Legion hall. Mrs. Anna Flood, ERIN ST.. Thomaston.
(
DRY
Slab
Wood
for
sale,
$12
a
executive
secretary
for
Lincoln
ONE
House
Lot
for
sale.
80x100.
'
County spoke, and Cleveland Page. Camden street overlooking har cord delivered. TEL. 1592-M2; if
|
no answer call after 6 o'clock.
| campaign chairman also s|X>ke. bor. CALL 425-M after 5 p. m
i
12-14
13-15
Plans were made for the annual
j
ICE
Skates,
all
sizes,
for
sale.
In
BALED Hay for sale. Contact
drive in March.
j
NEIL RUSSELL. Lake A' . City. good condition, prices reasonable.
Mrs. Helen Eugley and Mrs Tel. 408.
13*15 MARCIA ACHORN. 16 Mark Lane.
City
12*14
Janice Arsenault entertained at a
GERMAN Shepherds. Puppy 2
surprise miscellaneous shower in
COFFEE
Tabic
with
two
match

months old. Female. 7 months, also
honor of Mrs. David Sidelinger 2-year-old proven matron. AKC ing End Tables for sale. TEL.
12*14
(nee Greta Ralph) Friday night registered. Reasonable. WINDY 22-M
TWO House Lots, south side of
at Meenahga Grange Hall. De HILL FARM. Washington Tel.
cate your friend and enjoy a
12*14 Fluker St.. Thomaston for sale; sew
licious refreshments were served, 16-21.
er connections. $200 each; also Field
reunion.
consisting of sandwiches, pickles,
NINE-ROOM House for sale; and Barn, $500
See ALFRED
brownies, cake and coffee. Mrs. new modern bath, oil furnace, ga STROUT. or write to JOHN B
Hall was decorated with pink and Sidelinger was tlie recipient of rage, small garden spot Five miles
PAULSEN, 217 High St.. East
white streamers and wedding bells, many lovely gifts. Canasta was from city on main road, ideal loca Hartford, Conn.
11-13
tion
for
children,
300
yards
lrom
and the colors were repeated at played Those enjoying thc eve
CHEVROLET two-door Sedan
school.
Price
reasonable.
If
in

thc coffee, with pink tapers and ning were: Mrs Maude Ralph. Mrs
terested write O. R . '. Tlie Cou (1936i for sale. Good condition,
Starrelts Honored
streamers. Music for tlie dancing Gertrude Ralph. Mrs. Bcrdina rier-Gazette for appointment.
$300. TEL. 1250 between 8 and 5
Mr and Mrs. B Wayne Starrett was furnished by a Thomaston or11*16 or call 425-M between 5 and 9 p m
Ralph. Mrs. Marjorie Ralph, Mrs.
11*13
wcrc honor guests Saturday night I chcstra, the Hawaiianaires.
Muriel Ralph, Mrs. Mildred Eug
GERMAN Shepherd Pups for
IN OWL'S HEAD
at a reception given at Glover
Mr. and Mrs. Starrett were as- ley, Mrs. Helen Perry, Mrs. Bessie sale; 5 months old; females $10;
Farm. 5 acres, for sale ,7-room
liall. with 130 in attendance. With sisted in receiving by her par Broun. Mrs. Sally Martin. Mrs. males, $15. A. C. CHATER, 118 Elm
house, chicken barn, nice view, $2500
Fred L. Perkins, Jr., as master of ents. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Bovn- Janice Orff. Mrs. Nellie Jackson. St., Camden. Tel. 2098.
'.1-16
E W. COFFIN
ceremonies for the evening the ton, and son James of Bangor. Mrs Hazel Eaton, Mrs. Lillian
Owl's Head, Me.
Tel. 551-W2
following program was given: So- I Frank Boynton of Brewer and his Reed. Mrs. Margaret Muzroll, Mrs.
11-13
WANTED
prano solos by Mrs Maurice Ler- : parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Maxine Theriault, Mrs. Shirley
WOMAN with one child desires
mond, two specialties by Mrs. Lil- Starrett, and Mrs. Laura Starrett. Pietila, Mrs. Beulah Ralph. Mrs.
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
lian Simmons, and Mrs. Charles Mrs. Frank Davis, and Mr. and Eleanor Scott. Mrs. Madeline Position as hou ekeeper lor one
adult. TEL 1438
13-15
A Bonded Service Representative
Lunden, with Miss Verna Robin Mrs. Elmer Watts all of this town. Spaulding, Mrs. Barbara Pinkham.
GARAGE wanted to rent, near 45 will be in Rockland and vicinity
son accompanist; vocal selections
Among the out-of-town guests Mrs Milliccnt Vannah, Mrs. Hattie
Talbot Ave. Call 1185-M. MARY January 30 to February 2.
with guitar accompaniment, by; were Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Rines. Mrs. Helen Eugley, Mrs. DODGE
13-15
PHONE 269-R
Bob Randall; vocal duets with Gould and Allan Dart of Camden, Dorothy Bagley. Mrs. Janice Arse
13*14
WOMAN wanted for general
Randall and Wayne Starrett, and I and Mr. and Mrs. James A. Moore nault, Mrs. Claire Ralph. Miss
bookkeeping, hours may be ara reading by Mr. Perkins. Thc of Glen Cove.
I.ARGE coal or wood burning
Marlene Witham. Miss Beverly ranged Call in person, ROC'Kcouple was later presented a purse j Mr. and Mrs. Starrett, married Weeks, Miss Irma Pietila, Miss LAND POULTRY CO 41 Tillson circulating heater for sale. TEL.
11*13
by friends, in addition to many Dee. 29 at Hampden by Rev. Janice Mitchell. Miss Gail Ralph. Ave., city.
13-14 Warren 84.
wedding gifts. A coffee was served I Manifred Carter, are making their Miss Connie Colwell. Those send
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale. 25c
•SALESMAN
in the Warren Grange Hall dur- j home in this town at the former ing gifts, but unable to attend
Nationally-known
organization each, from Championship stock.
Maine U. S. Approved. Pullorum
ing the evening, at which Miss J Albert Brown place, which they
were: Mrs. Evelyn Miller. Mrs. desires ambitious man witli success Clean. Cockerels 5c each. 600 Feb.
ful
sales
record.
Excellent
oppor

Bertha Penney and Bob Randall have purchased.
Madeline Jackson. Mrs. Blanche
tunity for married man. capable 2; 600 Feb. 9; 500 Feb. 13. All stock
were soloists.
Committee who
Immune
BYRON
Fales, Mrs Frances Jackson, Miss of earning $6000 per year and up. Newcastle
planned the affair included Mrs.
Faye Winchenbach, Miss Lyle Lud Must have car. Please give com MILLS. Waldoboro. Tel. 51-3.
11*14
Carl Waisanen, Mrs. Clifford Over
plete details and phor.c number
wig and Miss Sandra Colwell.
lock, and Mrs. Henry Laukka, as
MODERN eight-room House for
in first letter, relative to educa
sisted by Mrs. Charles Lunden.
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Buffet meals are easy to serve, tion and experience. Write "Ad- sale; all newly-papered and paint
Thc Courier-Ga ed; hot and cold water, bath, good
Correspondent
Mrs. Fred Starrett, Mrs. Lealand
for the food can be arranged on 1 VERTISER."
zette
12-13 location, nice yard. Inquire 14
Peabody, Mrs. Boynton Maxey, Mr
thc dining room table, a sideboard,
James St. or TEL. 1519-M. lltf
Telephone
2-21
WASTE Paper and Tires wanted.
and Mrs. Maynard Leach. Damon
or even in tlie living room table, a
Gushee, Mrs. Elmer Watts, Mrs.
sideboard, or even in thc living MORRIS CORDON & SON, 6 T
QUALITY FUEL OILS
St.
12tf
Lillian Simmons, and Albert Over There will be a stated meeting of room.
Range, Flic! and Diesel Oils,
Orient
Chapter
Friday
night,
witli
POSITION
wanted
in
large
or
lock.
Motor Oils and Greases,
[ small family, general housework;
The bride's cake was cut by tlie new officers filling thc chairs.
TO
LET
Cities Service Gasoline
go
to
country;
also
care
for
sick
Refreshments
in
charge
of
Mrs
Mrs. Gilbert E. Boynton of Banor
bedridden.
Apply
to
91
UNON
THURSTON
PETROLEUM
gor. mother of Mrs. Wayne Star- Gladys Beane. Mrs Hattie Leach
APARTMENT of five rooms and ST., City.
12*13
PRODUCTS CO.
rett, and by Mrs. Willard Ander- ; and
Robbins' Pr°- bath to let. 36 Pleasant St., heat
PRACTICAL Nurse wants posiTHURSTON'S WHARF
13*15
son of Brewer, and served by Ai-; gram' Mrs' Ariel Leonard and ed. $25. TEL. 1051-R
| tion, hospital experience. TEL.
30 TILI.SON AVE.,
TEL. 336
bert Overlock and Albert Nor- ; Mrs' Ruth Lx’onard'
UNFURNISHED five-room Rent 23-W.
12tf
ROCKLAND, ME.
to
let;
67
Rankin
St.
TEL.
741-W.
wood. Albert Norwood also had ; "ybe Kupples Klub will meet in
1-tf
13*15 VETERAN, 28. and single, desires
thc guest book.
^he vestry otf the Methodist Church
Work as caretaker, gardener or
LARGE 5-room 2d floor unfur ; chauffeur. Best of references. Go
Miss Joan Maxey of Portland i Wednesday night
Supper at 6
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
nished Apt. to let Oil, hot water j anywhere Reply 21 FULTON ST.,
.straight-run chicks from Pullorum
and Warren assisted by the Misses ! ° c'oc'c'
** 111 charge of Her- heat; continuous hot water fur- ; Rocklantt mJ?
11 14 clean U. S approved stock, for
------ on]}.
. ...
Maxine Lindsey, Annette Cogan
and Aubyne Hawes, George nished.1
Adults
Available
lie. MELVILLE W DAVIS, Dutch
and
Clara
Day,
George
and
Alcda
Feb. 15. Write RL..
and Janet Philbrook of this town
Thc Cou- 1
REPRESENTATIVE
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
13’15
To cover local territory lor nrll
had charge of decorations, and Fossett Entertainment. Ben and rier-Gazette.
doboro.
4-tf
established company. Good im
SIX-ROOM Apt. to let on Main
helped terve the coffee. Glover Avis Nichols, Bliss and Martha
SEVEN ROOM House wltlTbatb.
mediate
income
with
opportunity
St.
All modern improvementsFuller, Frank and Eda Goff.
for sale Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
for
advanermrnt.
Applicant
13ff
Raymond, son of Mr. and Mrs. TEL. 1385.
AVE. No information by phone.
must have some previous direct
little box of an office.
FOUR-ROOM Apt. to let, bath, 1 to consumer sales experience,
145tf
Oliver Atheam, is a patient at
Delaplane was there, talking to Knox Hospital.
heated; also 2 furnished Rooms,
own a car and be between 28
the marshal, and Frazer favored
flush; 34 Fulton St. TEL 1379-R.
Books recently added to thc Vose
and 45. Apply to BOX 142, ",
lemsThe* greeferin"l"wantinto'L‘brarl‘:
= BroTher’.^
12-14
Courier-Gazette, stating experi
FOR Rent after Jan. 27 at the
ence, brief history, and give
lodge a complaint about somebody Elliot Arnold, Tiie Parson, by Alice Copper-Kettle, a suite i large liv
Tel. number.
12-13
bustin' into my room at the hotel I Colwri The Faith of Mrs. Kellcen, ing room, bedroom and bath Sin
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
CARPENTRY, inside remodeling,
last night."
by Katherine Fiannigan; Christ- gle. $3 50 a day. double $5.00; weekly
ANY TYPL TRUCK REPAIRS
He sounded so aggrieved that I11,35 Without Johnny, by Gladys rates. TEL. 405-W
12tf ceilings, floor sanding and linoleum
RAIMA I OR (I.EANINO ANO
_______, laying. ISRAEL SNOW, 14 Ocean
Emery chuckled and Delaplane Hasty Carroll; Thc Far Lands, by
FLOOR Sander, polisher to let yt Tel 1171-R
REPAIRS
laughed aloud. Frazer looked James Hall; Follow thc Seventh Also paint sprayer and wallpaper
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
ANTIQUES A- Used Purni.-hinu.'..
pained and went on to explain hit Man. by Robert Standish; Thc Ad steamer; MAIN ST. HARDWARE
troubles, deliberately impersonat
CO.
9tf wanted. WEAVER'S, 91 Main St.,
Thomaston or call
Rockland
ing the rankest sort of tenderfoot. venture, by Mike Waltari; Kom
SIX Rooms and bath, unfur 1181-M
2-13
Emery heard him through in silence Tiki, by Thor Heyerdahl; Foxfire,
778 MAIN ST., ROt KI.AND, ME.
and rose to the occasion, sending by Anya Seyton. Memoyr Books, nished Apartment to let. Adults ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
TEL. 202-W
only.
Available
Jan.
1,
76
Park
St.,
Delaplane out to search for the given by Elizabeth Harding.memory
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
I-tf
man described by Frazer. The dep of S/T Sergeant Edmund Harding. TEL 147-W. Call after 5 p. m.
Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel
lOtf 1680. EVA AMES
uty went, openly derisive.
10*15
Jr.: Balance Wheel by Taylor
SANDING Machine and polisher
DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
As soon as the younger man was Caldwell; Son of a Hundred Kings,
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
to let Inquire at SEA COAST pers.
Gleason St, Thomaston, for sale;
out of earshot the little marshal
books,
magazines,
corrugatSt.
2tf I ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON about an acre of land and small
dropped his patient air. Squinting by Thomas Costain; Art of Teach PAINT CO.. 440 Main
______________
If you need a home,
SMALL Furnished Apartment to , AVE.. City.
147tf barn
thoughtfully at his visitor he de ing. by Gilbert Highct; The Home
this Is a fine investment. Contact
let.
Apply
In
person,
11
JAMES
Place,
by
Fred
Gipson.
manded, "What the hell's it all
LOGS wanted—Spruce. Pine and H. B. KALER, Washington Tel.
St.
129tf Hemlock.
about? You don't have to act that
For Fall and Winter de 5-25
Tltf
dumb.”
FURNISHED, heated Apt., to let; livery. Highest, cash prices. PASSTENANT
’
S
HARBOR
FOR
SALE
—
Have
a
few
used
two rooms, elec, kitchen; also MORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
Frazer chuckled. "I hope I didn't
Oil and Gas Combination
Mrs. Virgil Morse received word 3-room unfurnished Apt., elec, 2330.
128-tf White
overdo it. I w anted Delaplane to be
Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with OU
of
thc
death
of
Mrs.
George
Hill
kitchen,
steam
heat,
ba
til.
Inquire
convinced. The man who was in
TOP prices paid for all kinds of Burners. Electric Stove, Used Deep
ldOtf
my room was the fellow who shot in Melrose, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. 67 TALBOT AVENUE
___ I Junk, Iron, steel, metals, batteries Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
HEATED and unheated furnished and rags. MORRIS GORDON * tric Refrigerators, that I wtU sell
The Duke, I’m pretty certain. Not Hill have made their Summer home
12tf cheap If you are looking for some
only that, but I'll know him for here for the past 12 years. They Apts., to let. V. F. STUDLEY. 77 SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
sure the next time 1 see him.”
ltf
ANTIQUES. Glass, China, Fuml- used stuff, we have lt at prices you
sold their home here on the Wells Park 8t Tela. 8060 or 1284,
"Why didn't you say so?”
ROOMS Board by day or week, ture, old Paintings, etc., wanted. can afford to pay. I also have
ton road this last FaH. Mr. Hill
(TO BE CONTINUED)
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. *48-8. Thom- CARI, E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove reasonably-priced Farms that I
Copjngnt. 1947, Eugent E. xn.itroo
works for the Boston and Maine
*«f Tel. Rockland 10?
ttf will sell. Whatever you need, see
Railroad. They made many friends
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER.
WASHING Machine and Wrlngei
Washington, Me. Tel t-kt Open
here, and will be greatly missed.
Roll Repairing. Pick up and de 385 days every year
48 tf
liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BITLER
Pork is an excellent source of
WE have some reasonably-priced
CAB A- HOMT BTTPBT.F .
’Of
used cars for sale. If you do not
high-quality
protein—the
lean
want to buy one, perhaps you have
meat rating especially high in vit
one to sell. We buy, and seU, do
amin content—including thiamine,
some horse trading, sell on time
riboflavin and niacin.
payments, in fact we do anything
I have a remarkable Oppor
to please. HAROLD B KALER.
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. National
tunity-Buy
for
an
ambitious
CATARRH
Shawmut Bank of Bouton Finance
SUFFERERS
person at low price—A retail

Mothers’ March
Mrs. Ernest Campbell, local
I chairman of the 1951 March ot
Dimes, announces her assistants in
the Wednesday night mothers’
march on polio, which will be conducted that night between 7 and
8 o'clock. Residents are requested
to leave their porch lights on during that hour, if they wish a solicitor to call.
Working on the project that
evening will be the following, and
their
districts: .Mrs.
Chester
Brocks, North Warren, and North
Pond roads; Mrs. Bowdoin Miller,
around WarTen station; Mrs. Raymond Miller, Reever's Corner; Mrs.
Dyson Jameson, monument to village; Mrs. Stanley Young. Hanley’s Corner to Warren village;
Mrs. Carl Waisanen. Pleasantville;
Mrs. Charles Stimpson, Jr., Han
ley's Comer to Oyster River; Mrs.
Maynard Leach, Vaughan’s Neck
Road to Sandy Shores Road; Mrs.
Kenneth Fales, Sandy Shores Road
and South Warren; Mrs. Ernest L.
Starrett, Vaughan'.- Neck; Mrs. Ma
rion Wyllie, Middle Road; Mrs.
Carl Wood, East Warren to Han
ley’s Corner; and Mrs. George
Martin, the Stone District, West
Warren.

UNION

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

I

AN

UNUSUAL BUY!

Todays best

washer bay

SINUS

WHAT FINER GIFT
Than a

Subscription to
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE?
ONE YEAR—FIVE DOLLARS
63-aw

FIND CURB BOB MfSIBT BUI TO NASAL
CONGESTION SURFLT RUSHIO Hit 11
Relief »t ^ast from torture of sinus,
catarrh, and hay fever due to naaal eonfestien ia *eeo today ia renorta of aueean with
a formula which he* the power to reduce
rial conreation. Men and women with
agonizing: linui headachaa. clogged nostrils,
earache, hawking and aneeting misery tell
of blessed relief after using it KLORONOL
coats $3.06. b-t considering results, this is
not expensive, amounts to only pennies per
does. KLORONOL (eaution. use only as
directed) sold with money-back guarantee by

Goodnow's Pharmacy, Maia-Park
Mail Order* Filled

business, good volume, excellent

location.

Must sell.

is/Mayfa?
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Hl MATTAO CHIHTAIN

WEST FARM AGENCY.
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

Phone Camden 8537

1-T-tf

$134.95

Chas. E. Stackpole
ST. GEORGE RD.,
TEL. 194-3
THOMASTON, ME,
l-T&Th-tf

Walks, Step,. Poets, Fireplace*,
Mooring Stone and Chain. Ash
lar. Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
loondatlon Stone.
Estlmateo
gladly snhraltted. No obllgatloa.
HOCKLNU GRANITE INDUS
TRIES ISnecessoni to John Mee
han
Son), Clark Island, Me.
TeL Rockiand 81-WS or Tenant'i
Harkov 88-11
ll-tf

A

>l'

* Tues3ay-TRurs3aV-5a!iff7fS^

Mothers’ March
Statewide Gesture By Polio
Leaders Tomorrow
Night
Tomorrow night, Jan. 31, be
tween the hours of 7 ar.d 8 o’clock,
thousands of Mothers will march
against Infantile Paralysis in more
than 30 cities and towns in Maine.
This spectacular Mothers'March
on Polio" is a unified gesture of
good will and generosity cn the
part of all residents in these com
munities where this program will
take place. Marching Mothers will
walk within their own neighbor
hoods. Their badge of authority
will be a scroll upon which all con
tributors who are joining in this
spectacular cne hour of giving to
“Fight Polio", may place their
signatures
Householders arc being asked to
have someone at home during this
hour . . . to . . . ‘ Turn on their
porchlight, fight polio tonight," (
thereby signifying their willing
ness to receive these soldering
mothers who will call on their'
friends and neighbors. The house
holder's signal of participation w.ll
be the silent flow of light through
the darkness, from porchlights;
flashlights; lanterns or any make
shift lighting arrangement they
may wish to use in a conspicuous
place, to guide these mothers to
their hemes.
Many thousands of polio patients
throughout the country aie depen
dent on the success of this year's
March of Dimes Campaign. The
Increased numbers of polio pa
tients yearly plus the heavy load
of long-term cases, plus the in
creasing costs of care, minus the
decreasing value of the dollar
equals a desperate problem which
can only be solved by a pheno
menally successful March of Dimes.
A successful Mothers’ March will
help the National Foundation meet
its obligations to those victims ol
polio who will need financial assitance in 1951.

MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent

Telephone 85
Mrs. Becky White and Mrs. Doro
thy Sutcliffe entertained with a tea
at the home of the latter liust
Thursday afternoon. The tea was
the first of a series of teas to be
given by members of tile Farm Bu
reau in their own home in an effort
to back the Dental Clinic and the
Hot Dish program in the Washing
ton and Lincoln Schools. A "Mys
tery Shower" was a special attrac. tion, lending much gaiety to the
^afternoon. The invited guests were
Beulah Calderwood, Doris Arey,
Dorothy Bennett, Ethclyn Arey,
Dorothy Hansen, Cleo Shields, Mar
jorie Roscoe, Mae Brown. Barbara
Healey, "Jerry" Clayter, Erdine
Chilles, Edith Williams. Ellen Conday, Wenonah Peterson. Olga Carle
ton, Frances Gilchrist. Althea Bick
ford, Pauline Hopkins, Elizabeth
Bunker and Anne Carver.
C. B. Freese, Bangor, “Pcrc”
Boardman, Rockland and W. R.
Doane, Portland,' were overnight
guests Thursday at The Millers.
The E. O. T.'s were entertained
Friday night, b.v Mis. Erdine Cal
derwood at Ihe home of Mrs Mora
Thomas, for "Dessert Biidge." first.

LEGAL NOTICE
The Home Port Fish Company

would like to extend their pres
ent wharf into

the

harbor al

Rockport, Maine.

Public hearing will he held at
thr selectmen's office, Rockport,

at 2 p. m. February 3,

1951.

Signed.

A. K. WALKER,

EMIL ERICKSON,
E. M. GRAHAM.

10A.-13&14

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Grade One—Miss Tillock
Paul Fowlie brought an interest
ing bock to school recently. It
was called “Nipper The Bull Pup."
The children liked the story very.
much.
The two first gTades had a joint
lesson in clay modeling Friday.
Last week we enjoyed listening
to a number of recordings brought
to school by Mrs. Parson's grade.
Grade One—Mrs. Parsons

Billy Ames has left our class.
James Achorn and Doris Vasso
have returned to school after a six
weeks' absence.
George Robishaw is donating a
number of fine records to our
school record collection.
We are pleased to have Alice
McIntire of Cushing jcin our class
Grade Two—Mrs. McLellan

Featuring improvements which produce unprecedented roadability and riding qualities, the beautifully
redesigned 1951 line of Plymouth cars have numerous mechanical improvements and have retained their
traditional roominess. Shown above is Plymouth's Four-door Cranbrook sedan.

• ••

•••

• • •i

Plymouth Combines
Beauty and Riding Ease

New

Detroit, Mich. — Spectacular new have been beautified. An appearance schemes in the company's history.
qualities which produce driving and of massiveness combined with smart The colors which have been chosen
riding ease heretofore unknown in streamlining is induced by a new provide throughout the interior a

automobiles of any price feature the grille, beautifully redesigned front pleasing combination of shades in
new line of Plymouth cars. Com fenders and hood, a wider wind harmony with the car's exterior
bining smart new body lines with shield and a larger rear window. color. Designers say the interior is
unprecedented interior luxury, the Narrower windshield pillars together an unparalleled achievement in com
new Plymouth will go on display in with the wider windshield provide bining practicality
with
luxury.
dealer

showrooms

throughout

To utilize Always noted for spaciousness. Plym
fully the greater vision through the outh now has even more head room
new rear window, the rear view and more room to stretch out in

the additional lateral vision.

United States Saturday, Jan. 13.

Designers have given the Plym
The comfort in the rear seat.
outh a striking new silhouette, and mirror is two inches wider.
refinements in the interior are in chair-height front seat and the new
To go with the high quality of tha
novations in the lowest price field. design of hood and front fenders upholstery, there is a handsome new
The styling improvements retain the permit the driver to see the road instrument panel which features a
traditional roominess of the cars. nearer the car.
more convenient grouping of con

There are numerous mechanical trols, newly shaped instruments and
Easier to drive and more comfort
Windshield wipers improved coloring and lettering for
able, the new cars have greater improvements.
beauty, more safety features and are electrically operated, and are of easier checking while driving.
broader ranges of vision than ever the single-speed, self-parking type.
The wide, deep chair-height seats,

before.

A unique pressure-vent radiator the ease of enhance and exit, and
Engineers say the new “Safety- cap, which has been added as stand all the other traditional Plymouth
Flow ride” takes the bounce and ard equipment, permits the cooling features for driver and passenger
wallop out of bumps. A new appli system to be operated at atmospheric comfort have been retained.
cation of hydraulic flow control in pressure during normal driving con
There are nine body-types ln the

the shock absorbers provides a more ditions. Under high-load, high-tem new Plymouth line: tlie Concord
gradual change of resistance during perature driving conditions, the new series includes a two-door sedan and
spring deflections and thus a softer radiator cap provides a pressurized a three-passenger coupe as well as
ride when driving on average roads. cooling system to allow high coolant the two all-metal utility models, the
It also exerts extra resistance on temperature without boiling or loss Suburban and the Savoy; the Cam
rough roads to a degree where driver of anti-freeze.
bridge series has a four-door sedan
and passengers are almost completely
All Plymouth engines now have a and a club coupe; and the Cranbrook
freed of the discomfort of being built-in by-pass cooling system per series includes a four-door sedan, a
jolted around.
mitting water circulation and result club coupe, and a convertible club
Tbe “Safety-Flow ride” is one of ing in more uniform temperature coupe.
the greatest contributions to driving throughout the engine during the
The Suburban and tbe Savoy, with
comfort and safety in recent years, warm-up period. The new system their smart, distinctive lines are all
according to D. S. Eddins, president consists of a passage in the cylinder purpose vehicles.
They have tha
head and block providing direct ac beauty and comfort of a sedan, and
of Plymouth Motor Corp.
"The new Plymouth gives you cess to the water pump, and a by simply lowering the rear seat
roadability never before offered in choke-type thermostat to regulate flush with the floor they become

any

car," lie said.

"There

is

no coolant flow to the radiator.
The generator output has

sturdy cargo carriers for farmers,
been salesmen, sportsmen, tourists or
lo control the car on difficult roads. raised to 45 amperes, an increase of others who require large cargo capa
Ihe driver is no longer required to five amperes, providing greater elec city. The Savoy, called the “countryfocus full attention on the condition trical capacity for the operation of club companion" of the Suburban,

!

*

Recent leaders for opening ex
ercises were: Craig Borgerson.
Dianna Smith, Alvin Winslow,
Deena Watling, and Brenda Hill.
January birthdays were celebrat
ed at school by Craig Borgerson
and Deena Watling.
Friday afternoon we went to tlie
music room to listen to records.
The following brought records J
from home: Brenda Hill, Jo-Ann
Sullivan, Margaret Boothby, Ste |
phen Craig. Albert Robishaw.
Donald Pomroy, Robert Lord, and
Kathryn Kunesh.
j
Grade Two—Miss Russell
The cake made by Tommy Mil
ler's father was won by Darleen
Suomela's fattier at the party last
Monday night.
The movie “Care of Pets" was I
greatly enjoyed by the class.
;
Grade Three—MLss Kimball
January birthdays were celebrat
ed by Gloria Fields and Robert
1
Achorn
David Barstow brought a “Rusty
the Cowboy" puppet to show the
I
class.
We are enjoying our periods of |
recorded music with Mrs. McLel
lan's second grade The following
have brought records: Ronald
Hill, Deanna Estes, Patr.cia Oxton,
Elaine Tayor, Sandia Rytky, Paul
Staples, and Lawrence Terrio.
The “If I Were Going'' reading
class has finished its study of
Brittany. An exhibit included a
lobster shell brought by Marilyn
Brann, lobster pins by Gloria
Staples and Ronald Hill, and a
pair ot wooden shoes which Karen
Beal modeled for us. Raymond
Wall was a contribtor to the lob
ster and fishing pictures
Our class is studying the farm
and many kinds of food we cat.
Mary Carr brought farm pictures
to display. As a conclusio/i to our
study of fruits and nuts, Donna
Cross and William Keefe brought
some mixed nuts to school.
Grade Threc—Miss Gordon

-MAN AT PEACE. DO NOT DISTURB”
Mr. Rockland relaxes with pleasure to read
the home town news in

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
T ucsday-Tlwrsday-Saturday
NI BSt RIPTION RATE, 55 YEAR.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD
(Answer Dext time)

David Craig. Our “little theatre'
scene will show activities going
on around Oretchen's home. This
is being arranged by Sandra Minott and Sandra Sylvester
Earlene Sayward brought an in
teresting paper doll to school. The
costumes of the doll are the girl
scout uniforms of ten different
countries.

1

The following pupils made a
rating of A in the recent 100-word
review: Beverley Davis, Judy
Smith, Leland McCluskey, Carol
Rice. Josephine Vasso. Bernard
Lacroix, Judy Mosher, Steven
Duncan, and Nancy Metcalf.
Our class made the score pads
for the P.TA card party. This
project was under the direction of
Judy Masher and Caro Rice.
Mary Bodman posed as our model
in the art class
Steven Duncan was the chairman of the group studying about
lobsters.
Josephine Vasso served on tlie
committee that studied about the
work carried on at the General Sea
Foods plant. She brought an excellent report and many articles
for the exhibit. The following pu
pils worked with her: Judy Mosher.
Beverly Davis, and Carol Rice who
served as the chairman.
Another group studied about
clams.
Leland McCluskey was
chairman and was assisted by
Nancy Metcalf and Tommy Smith.
Raymond Robinson was chair
man of the group that brought in
reports about scallops. His help
ers were Melvin DeMass, Walter
Seavey. Floyd Young and Dalton
Malstrom
Bernard Lacroix, assisted by
Mary Bodman. Russell Lunt. Jean
Lunt, and Robert Johnson report
ed on oysters.
Mr. Duplissi

Dickie Trask brought to school
a collection of rare, old coins,
some being dated as far back as
1835.
Melvin Phillips brought to school
a calendar containing various geo
graphic and historic data.
Mary Boyd, Roberta Boothby.
and Sandra London have been our
faithful little dusters for quite
some time.
Kathleen Vasso brought foreign
coins to school recently.
Some boys have brought their
airplane models to school.
Mel Phillips was chosen as chair
man of the plane exhibit with
Freddie Beal and Floyd Firth as
helpers.
In social studies wc have been
studying about China, Japan, and
India. Madonna Fogg brought us
some real Chinese silk cloth.
At this time we thank Zittfc
Burns of Miss Bowen's room lor
lending us a French coin and arti
cles made in Japan and China.
Nina Hanley brought bottle of sand
Irom Hawaii
Above our windows arc many
very pretty pictures that have been

“Eager Beaver”
Assembly Line

f'nlonel W. A. Call, Chief of Development and Engineering Dept,
Detroit Arsenal, “cuta the tape” linking “Eagei Beaver" Truck No.
4,990 lo No. 1 of the second Army contract, as Reo's President, Joseph
S. Sherer, Jr, assists.

LANSING, MICH.—Completion of the Army's first major auto
motive contract since World War II wae marked by ceremony here
w hen “Eager Beaver” No. 4,900 rolled off the assembly lines at Reo
Motors, Inc. At the same time Reo announced receipt of letter con
tracts for more of the versatile new, 2’/j-ton, 6x6 trucks, bringing
thp total value of four contracts to date to over the $100-million mark.
The “Eager Beaver” is built to op"rate normally under a wide variety
of terrain and climatic conditions. Equipped with snorkel and snorter
sir intake and exhaust tubes, the new trucks can be driven while
completely submerged in water,
____
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Our news reporters for the re- i
mainder of the month are Joanne
Hurtubise. Marie Gardner, and
Fred Ripley
The helpers for the week of
Jan. 22 were Veronica Murray and
Flavilla Billings.
Arnold Brewer recently brought
to school his electric train for use
in our science lesson. David
Hamalainen's scrapbook, “Means of
Transportation." has greaty inter
ested the social studies class.
Strings of beads from Cuba and
India were brought by Janet Rackliffe. An ivory spinning wheel
from Germany was added by Jo
anne Hurtubise
Grade Five—Miss Buttomer

2

5

Grade For—Miss Sleeper

We are studying about trans
portation. Charles Davis has made
some drawings of ships, trains,
cars, and animal transportation
if the road. He may be more watch car accessories. The new hand brake provides a greater variety of luxur
Brian Butler and Robert Kelley
ful of oncoming traffic, pedestrians, “T" control handle is more access ious interior appointments and mora
have made and painted a paste
curves, crossroads and other poten ible, and, as on former models, it exterior refinements to enhance tha
board garage for us. Kendall
operates independently of the foot car's striking appearance.
tial hazards.”
Merriam and Alvin Chase made
Eddins called the new development brake as an added safety measure
Among the “high-priced rar" fea
and cut letters for the signs
a major step toward restful motor
In Ihe convertible club coupe, th° tures which are retained are sixon
and around our garage.
ing.
More confidence is gained bv spare tire is mounted vertically as cylinder, 97-horsepower engine with
Charles Wadsworth left our
driving or riding in a new Plymouth in oth“r coupe and sedan models, a 7 to 1 compression ratio, the com
grade this week
w ith ihe “Saiety-Flow ride," and as rather than on the trunk floor.
bination ignition and starter switch,
Tho new Plymouth interiors offer automatic electric choke, super
Miss Reardon chose several draw
a result there is less driver and
the finest selection of upholstery and cushion tires, safe-guard hydraulia
passenger fatigue, he said.
ings from our grade to put on the
The lines of the new Plymouth trim and the most harmonious color brakes, and safetv-rim wheels.
hall bulletin board. They were
snowmen drawn by Judith Mer
honors at cards going to Mrs. served by a committee from the
Attendance record at Washington chant. Elaine Rogers, Alvin Chase,
Marion Littlefield.
PTA.. Mrs. Frances Gilchrist, Mrs.' School. Not absent for the past six Cynthia Cotomy. Terry Hilton, and
M rs. Irma Holbrook was bo8tc:«l Julia Thomas. Mrs Trma Holbrook,' weeks Sub-primary’ grade. Miss Brian Butler.
to the Willing Workers of the Mrs. Rita Williams. Mrs. Nellie Marie Nve, teacher, Clyde Bick
Grade Four—Miss Hill
L. D. 8. Church Wednesday. The Robinson. Mrs Dorothy Hansen. ford. Cecil Phillips, John Wahlman.
’'Heidi” is being read to the class
birthday nf Mrs. Helen Webb was Mrs Elizabeth Davidson, Mrs Elea James Young. Gradp 1. Miss Ruth along with cur study of Switaerhonored and a handsomely decorat nor Conway. After the dinner a Billings, teacher, John Buteau, and. Au easel drawing depicting
ed birthday cake was the feature of program was given including vocal Roxanna Philbrook, Karen Lloyd, Gretchens home in the Alps is
the luncheon served at noon. Mrs. solas by Dr. Cameron Rae and Lillian Philbrook, William Phil being done by Priscilla Smith and
Webb received several line gifts, Mrs. Doris Arey, and pictures of brook, Dora Tupper, William Wadand best wishes for many "Happy various picturesque scenes of the leigh, Kenneth Webster. Grade 2,
town were shown by Wendell Mrs Marion Martin, teacher. Shir
Birthdays.”
Army’s Versatile
ley Dyer, Timothy Knox, Alfred
Mr and Mrs. A. A. Peterson and Smith.
Trucks Roll Off
son Herbert were in Rockland Sat
The “Bridge Eight” was enter Osgood. Peter Pallazola, Verna
urday to attend the funeral ser tained Monday night by Mrs. Hilma Stinson, Donald Woodcock, Joseph
vices of Mr. Peterson's brother. Webster, honoring the birthday of White. Grades 3 and 4. Mrs. Ethel
Samuel Peterson.
her sister, Mrs. Sada Robbins. The Doughty, teacher, John Young,
Mrs. Edith Newbert was hostess party was a complete surprise to Barry White. Janice Wadleigh, Pa
to the Washington Club Saturday Mrs. Robbins who gave every evi tricia Smith, Albert Osgood. Ladd
night. A picnic lunch was served dence of her astonishment on the York, Edwina Woodcock, Delwyn
and the evening happily passed arrival of the guests. Lunch was Webster, Freeland Phillips, Arthur
with sewing.
served and a merry' evening passed Phillips, Joy Knox. Kenneth Con
Ben Gustavson, Marshall Coombs, with cards, honors going to Mrs. way. Minnie Ann White. Not ab
Albert Guptill. Frank Brown, and Florence Smith, Mrs. Ruth Love sent for half year: Sub-primary,
Wallace Coombs were visitors at less and Mrs. Gertrude Hill. Mrs. Cecil Phillips. James Young. Grade
Rockland Friday. Mrs. Susie Phil Robbins received several fine gifts 1. Roxanna Calderwood, Karen
brook was dinner guest of Mrs. and the guests left with many best Lloyd. Lillian Philbrook, William
wishes to her for ‘‘Happy Returns Philbrook, Dora Tupper, William
Flora Ames Friday.
The bowling teams known as of the Day.”
Wadleigh, Kenneth Webster Grade
"The Ganders," “The Pirates."
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Miller and 2, Timothy Knox. Grade 3, John
“The Worms” and “The Ducks" ob Mrs. Emma Winslow were dinner Young, Patricia Smith. Grade 4.
served Ladies' Night Friday night guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Delwyn Webster, Freeland Phillips,
at the G. A. R. rooms by enter ward Bonaccorso at a special Arthur Phillips, Joy Knox, Minnie
taining their ladies with a dinner Italian dinner.
Ann White.
necessity for steering wheel fatigue
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NOTES FROM SOUTH SCHOOL

The New Plymouth Cranbrook Four-Door Sedan
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HORIZONTAL
1-R»sol»e
9-Lid
1O-Like an old woman
12- Preposition
13- Gairing
14- Negative
16—Wagon track
18- Very
19- Left side (abbr.)
20- Chum
?1-Maket a mistake
?3-Cut into cubes
24- Expiates
25- A Sioux Indian
26- Having wages
remaining due
30-Renled
33- Musical pipe
34— An Egyptian singing
girl
3&-Corn-spike
36-Because

, HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
[37-English coin (abbr.)

39- Your (Scot.)
40- Senior (abbr.)
41- Satisfies
43- A province of
Canada (abbr.)
44— Fine
46-African antelope
48-Feigned

VERTICAL
1-Aet

2- First woman

VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Residence of ■
sovereign
11- Perform
12- Prizes
15-Evergreen shrubtpl.)
17-A cavalryman
20-Reverently
22- Stannum (abbr.)
23— Diet kitchen iabbr.)
27- Approaehes
28- Ad vert ise me nt
(abbr.)
29 Forsake
30- Diminish
31- A degree (abbr.)
[32-Alter the form of

3- Afternoon parties
4- Mistakes
36-T0 the sheltered side
5- Posted
38-Kept
6- Taverne
41- By
7- Cut off the edges of 42- So (Scot.)
a coin
45-Horse-power (abbr.)
•-The (Sp.)
!47-No date (abbr.)

mounted on various colored con ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
struction paper. Gertrude Robin
son. Suzanne Barstow, Lynn Dun
BA,Sil
TirIo i
can. Ronald Seavey, Marlene Axtel.
B OiN
TEAL
SQEIH
and
Madonna Fogg brought the
T|a1g| t 1N1E1SISI
picture^ to school. Ronald Seavey
cisBap
mounted them for us.
5 ETT EL
Grade Six—Miss Bowen

lH

One activity recently carried out
in an English lesson was a discus
sion on the correct way to address
an envelope. Robert Sayward and
ab.elF EEL'S
Vincent Carr visited the post office
c atTtsJ S OL E
for further information.
TiRIclsIsl S f 1 E D
China and Japan have been the
subjects of social study lessons
since the new term started.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Reardon supervised paint
Mrs. Charlie Lovejoy and son
ing with water colors during her Jimmie spent Thursday with her
period in this class last week.
grandparents. Mr and Mrs Charles
Grade Seven—Mr. Lush
Walsh.
We in Room 17 have formed a
Sunday callers of Mrs. Florence
group “Club 17" for the purpose
Mank and family were her mother.
of taking care of our social life here
Mrs Annie Miller and Mr. and
at school.
Mrs. Rogers of Windsor.
The officers of “Club 17" elected
Mrs. Ruell Orff and son. Lin
by the class are as follows: Presi
dent. R. Merriam; vice president, wood Orff, A. N.. of Florida have
Joseph Duncan; secretary, Ruth been visiting relatives in Augusta.
Williamson; and treasurer, Richard
Mrs. Lydia Morse and Maude
Smith.
Mank were shoppers in Rockland
Grade Seven—Mr. Adams
Saturday.
We have decided to start a Civics
Master Sherwood Reynolds of
Club here in Room 12. There will Thomaston was a Saturday night
be certain duties for each to per guest of his grandfather, Cleveland
form and on the lighter side, fu Walter.
ture parties.
Mrs. Lavander Newbert and Mrs.
The officers elected were: Presi Merlin Eugley spent Tuesday with
dent, Mary Grispi; vice president, Lester Post in Rockland.
Richard Gardner; secretary. Pat
Mrs. Lavander Newbert, Mrs.
Raynes; and treasurer, Joan Phil
Wendall Genthner and Mrs. George
brook
Derrah of Portland were guests
Grade Eight—Mrs. Harjula
last Friday of Mrs. Stafford CongThe South School P.TA. had a don in Rockland.
very successful card party on Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Autio and
day, Jan. 12. Proceeds are to go
daughter have gone to Connecti
towards uniforms for the girts’
cut where Mr. Autio has employ
basketball team.
ment.
The girls played their first bas
ketball game against Thomaston
GLEN COVE
on Jan 17. It wras an exciting time
Sergeant and Mrs. David Eaton,
for us all even if we did lose by a
stationed at Westover Field, Chico
large score.
We have viewed several good pee. Mass. were at home over the
movies lately. “The Care of Pets” week-end at which time they at
showed us how to care for cats, tended Penobscot Grange No. 388
where Sgt. Eaton was presented his
dogs, fish and birds.
The boys' basketball team has Past Master's Jewel by the present
played two games lately. They de- Master. Carroll M. Wixson. at their
! Tea ted Camden by a score of 24-20 regular meeting, Jan. 18. He was
j and Thomaston by a score of 29-26 also installed as a member of the
— executive committee by Master
STATE OF MAINE
Havener Cassens of Pleasant Valley
IN SENATE. January 11. 1951
Grange, Rockland Regular meet
the House concurring, that no bill ings arc first and third Thursdays
for private or special legislation be
received by this legislature after 1 of each month.
o'clock on the afternoon of Thurs
day. February 1. 1951. and that no
other bill or resolve be received
by this legislature after 1 o'clock
on the afternoon of Thursday.
February 8. 1951. except by unani
mous consent in the body in which
it is introduced; and it is further
ORDERED, that any bill or re
solve which shall be received in
either body of this legislature by
unanimous consent after the times
above set shall stand referred to
the Ninety-sixth Legislature if
unanimous consent for its reception
is not given in the other body in
concurrence. This order shall not
apply to bills reported by any joint
standing or joint select committee
in the regular course of business,
•Half of a Five Dollar Bill
nor to such bills and resolves as
are intended only to facilitate the
will pay
business of the Ninety-fifth Legis
lature; and It is further
Six Months’ Subscription
ORDERED, that the Secretary
of the Senate shall cause a copy of
this order to be published in all
to
the daily and weekly papers of the
State, commencing Thursday, Jan
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
uary 18, 1951, and continuing up to
and including Thursday. February
TUESDAY-THURSDAY
8, 1951. (S. P. 41)
CHESTER T. WINSLOW.
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Secretary of Senate.
, m< 1

SATURDAY

Paiie.SIl

Tuesflay-Tfiufsfay-Satiffflay
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Springer Mrs Morey, Mrs. Payscn;
South Thomaston. Mrs
Ruby
Makinen; Glen Cove. Mrs. Inez
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Packard.
Mrs. Martha Sleeper, who is
Starts New Year Most
socn leaving to make her home in
Auspiciously
■ Groveton, N. H„ was escorted to
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met the president’s station, and pre
in G AR Hall Thursday night for sented a gift. Pleasing remarks
a regular session, a part of which followed the presentation of gifts
was the installation of officers for to Mrs. Che-ney and to Mrs. Watts,
the ensuing year. Mrs. Edith who was presented a gift negotiat
ed by Miss Carmody, by donations
Cheney. P-SP of Yarmouth, was
of Corps members and officers.
guest officer and after being in
Mrs. Sleeper presented a program
troduced by Mrs. Marttia Sleeper,
with pleasing features, all talent
conductor, was duly honored by
found in the Corps. Mrs. Jennie
the Corps and greeted by the
Pietroski was heard in “G;d Bless
president, Mr- Mjn» Watts.
America ' and "Beyond the Sun
These members were appointed
set.'’ both favorites as sung by Mrs.
by Mrs. Cheney to act as State
Pietroski: Mrs. Norma Morey
officers: Vice president. Mrs Mil
added enjoyment with her piano
dred Condon: secretary. Mr Mae
solo and encore. Miss Gerrtude
Cross; treasurer. Mrs. Susie Karl;
Carmody in a dan e number, assist
chaplain. Mrs. Eliza Plummer:
ed at tlie piano by Mrs. Kaler. was
guard. Mrs. Mildred Sprague; past
also called back for another lively
president. Mrs Mabel Richard on;
number Mrs. Kaler entertained
conductor. Mrs Margaret Rack
with accordion, vocal and piano
liff; and musician, Mrs. Norn.a
specialties with -applause of ap
Morey.
proval.
The ceremony opening with an
At the close of the meeting, a
impressive prayer, was followed by
donation was made to the polio
the obligation of office. Installed
fund, cards ordered for sick and
into the office of vice president
bereaved members, plans made for
was Miss Gertrude Carmody; sec
the circle supper and sewing to
retary. Mrs. Velma Marsh; treas
precede the next meeting.
urer. Mrs. Millie Thomas; chaplain,
Refreshments served by Mrs.
Mrs. Catherine Libby; conductor,
Sleeper and Mrs. Lillian Rackliff.
Mrs. Lena Richardson: guard, Mrs.
consisted of ice cream, cake and
Hattie Thomas; past president,
punch, buffet style. With such an
Mrs Rose Sawyer and president,
opening of a new year, this staff
Mrs. Myra Watts.
of officers, pledge of co-operation
These appointments were made
and natural love for the mother
by Mrs. Watts: Fraternity, Mrs
patriotic organization, Edwin Libby
Ada Payson; Charity, Mrs. Mabel
Relief Corps is assured a prosperous
Richardson; Loyalty, Mrs. Marion
and active year.
Springer
Mrs. Payson being a
Eliza Plummer, P C.
victim of illness at the time, will
be installed later. Flag bearers
EAST LIBERTY
who have an important service to
Mrs Helen Rogers, who has
perforin are; Miss Alice Smalley.
Mrs. Lilia Elwell; 'others to be in been working in Massachusetts,
stalled); musician, Mrs. Addie has returned home.
Miss Ida Lovett of Appleton is
Kaler; Mrs. Eliza Plummer again
serves as press correspondent and boarding at the Leroy Davis home.
John Conelly, Mrs. Everett
patriotic
instructor;
resolution
committee; Mrs. Velma Marsh. lamieson, Mrs. John Wadsworth,
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Mabelle Miss Retha Hills of Camden and
Richardson; investigations, Mrs Miss Gwendolyn Joy of Lincoln
Kaler. Mrs. Libbyand Mrs.Condon; ville were Saturday callers of Mr.
finance committee: Mrs. Plummer. and Mrs. Leroy Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Marlton Parker of
Mrs. Riah Knight, Mrs. Mae Cross.
latter's
Ward committees: Mrs Marietta Searsmont visited the
Mealey. Mrs. Rose Sawyer, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Percy White and Mr.
Lena Richardson. Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. White Sunday.

Fine Meeting

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS, GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Celebrates Birthday
Corporal Lloyd Lemuel Miller,
Mrs E K. Winchenbach cele
whose great-aunt, Mr- Nellie Ife
mey, resides at New County road, brated her 92d birthday, Thursday
is now attending a Radar Main at her home on Knox street She
tenance Course at Port Bliss. was happily surprised when Mrs.
Texas. He will spend 32 weeks Laura Copeland. Mrs. Nettie Cope
electronics, radio electronics, radar land. Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mr-.
studying basic electricity, basic Olice Pales. ML. Catherine Draper
Tea
electronics and methods of in and daughter Patty called
struction.
A former student in was served by her daughter. Mrs.
Tufts College. Corporal Miller en Leila Smalley, and a birthday cake
tered military service in August, was presented her by Mrs. Louis
Hanky. Also a corsage of red
1950. at Rockland.
J. Wallace Lovell who resigned roses from Miss Gertrude Hanley,
from his duties as Warden of a custom ol several years. Mrs.
Maine State Prison because of ill Winchenbach received many cards,
flowers and other gifts.
health, has moved to Harrison.
Mothers’ March on Polio
Arcana Lodge and Daughters ot
List of workers for Mothers
Pythias will work the rank ot
Knights, Wedne-day night, with I March on Polio for Thomaston,
Wednesday night from 7 to 8. will
supper served at 6 30
be: Mrs Lois Richards, Mrs. Law
Miss Emily Smith was installing
rence Hunt. Mr Doris Hardy, Mrs.
officer at the Rainbow Assembly
installation, at Rockland, Sunday, Lorraine Seekins. Mrs. Steven La
vender. Mrs. Lenora Davis, Mrs
Jan. 21.
Joan Vaitones, Mrs. Edith Savon,
Charles Bell is attending the Mrs. Douglas Vinal. Mrs Stanley
University of Maine.
Smith, Mrs. Benjamin Harding,
Allan L. Robbins has entered Mrs. Lawrence Hill. Mis. Eleanor
upon his duties as Warden of the Clark. Mrs. Lyle Townsend. Mrs
Maine State Prison.
Lawrence Shesler. Mrs. Edna Keyes
Mr .and Mrs. Stephen Danforth and Mrs. Percy Williams.
who has been guest at the Old
Homestead on Beechwood street,
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Evelyn Ross has been ap
has returned to Rio De.ianiro.
The Ladies of St. James Catho pointed chairman of the March of
lic Club meet Wednesday night at Dimes Campaign for the Polio
the home of Mrs. Woodrow Mer fund for the Town of Owls Head
and donations may be given di
cier, Main street.
The public library which has rectly to her.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed. Sr., ac
been closed for two weeks because
companied
by Mr. and Mrs. Don
of repairs, will reopen soon, the
ald Kelsey of Rockland, left Sat
date to be announced later.
Mrs. Carl Swanholm is a surgi urday on a motor trip to Califor
cal patient at the Knox County nia, via the Southern route.
The draggers Flo, captained by
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Mercier Walter Ross, and the Little Growl
and daughter Sheila were week-end er, captained by Carl Reed, which
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. have been fishing out of Virginia
S. A. Mercier. Rumford. Their the past several weeks, have re
daughter Donna returned home turned to their home port of Rock
with them after spending two land.
A game pally and entertainment
weeks with her grandparents.
Mrs. Norman Moulton 'Barbara will be held at the town hall to
Carney) left Monday for Shreve night ' Tue-dayi by Owl's Head
port, La., to join Sgt. Moulton who Grange, benefit of the polio fund.
Bonnie Dyer observed her sev
is stationed there. Her mother,
Mrs. Faustina Carney accompanied enth birthday Saturday by enter
her as far as New York, where she taining playmates and classmates
will visit relatives for a few davs. at her home. Games were played and refreshments of ice cream and
birthday cake, made by her grand
mother. Mrs. Inez Montgomery,
gJZfajzizjzrejzizjErarerereizjzjuar
were served. Present were Billy
and Sally Stinson, Ted Ross. Bcbby
and Donna Perry, Alma Walker,
I. 0. 0. F. Hall. Union
Bobby Walker and Bonnie’s cousin
Every Tuesday Night
WEDNESDAY, JAN 31
Jill Farrell. Invited but unable to
Price 25c
Minimum Prize $2.50
attend was Bobbie Lowell. Bonnie's
Includes Refreshments and
SPECIAL GAMES
guests for supper were Mrs. Ruth
Door Prize
Two Cents a Card.
SCOTCH AUCTION AND
Farrell and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
HOMEMADE FUDGE SALE
Montgomery.
WILLL4MS-BRAZIER POST
Sponsored by
Mrs. Nellie Smith, who has been
NO. 37
Bethel Rebekah Lodge No. 57
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
making her home with her daugh
12-13
1-T-tf
ter. Mrs. Gladys Stinson, ls a sur
gical patient at Knox Hospital,

Public Card Party

GAME PARTY
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Alton VV. Rowell

Word has reached here of the
sudden death of Alton W. Rowell
at his home in Walpole, Mass., Jan.
14.
Mr. Rowell had many acquantances here as he resided in Mont
ville and surrounding towns pre
vious to going to Massachusetts.
He was the son of Wheeler and
Ellen Rowell. He leaves three sons
and three daughters. His age was
68 years.

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Telephone 2214
Mrs. Lucinda Waterman was
honor guest at a surprise stork
-hower given by Mrs. Ruth Felton
at her heme on Washington street.
Mr>. Waterman received a large
number of fine gifts which were
arranged in a daintily decorated
cradle of blue and white. D licious
lefreshments were served and a
social evening was enjoyed. Those
present were: Miss Frances Daily,
Mrs. Irene Hansen. Mr-. Ruth
Imhof, Mrs. Adele Hopkins, Mrs
Margaret Hansen. Mrs. .Marjorie
Hoffses, Mrs. Lillian Shaw, Mrs.
Winnifred Meservey. Mis. Ethelyn
Christie, Mrs. Doris Thomas, Mrs.
Virginia Thoma-. Mr . Lillian Her
rick. the guest of honor, and the
hostess. Those sending gift- but
unable to attend were Mrs. Bar
bara Haining, Mrs. Betty Dorr,
and Miss Gertrude Heal
Miss Frances Stanley cf Brook
line, Mass., was a week-end guest
of her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
William Stanley.
A crew of volunteer workmen
have been busy the past week re
decorating the
Sunday School
rooms and parlor of the Chestnut
street BaptLst Church. A fish
chowder supper was served the
group by the women on Thursday
night.
The Busy Fingers Club will meet
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m , at the
home of Miss Barbara Dyer.
The Chadavae Club of the
Chestnut Street Baptist Church
will enjoy a mystery ride on Wed
nesday night, with their husbands
as guests. The parity will leave the
church at 7 p. m.
Avery Smith of Boston. Mass.,
was week-end guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Smith.
Judson Manning of Boston was
the week-end guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Manning.
Eleanor Carver cf Boston spent
the W’eek-end at the home of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Carver.
Washington street.
Nancy Hobbs of Boston spent
the week-end at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Anne Hobbs Chest
nut street.
Milford Payson was guest speak
er at the Teachers Club meeting
held in Rockland speaking about
his trip to Europe.
The Fellowship Supper of the
| Chestnut Street Baptist Church
will be held Thursday at 6 15 p. m..
followed by the regular monthly
business meeting.
Howard E. Blanchard

Howard Eugene Blanchard. 66.
died at his home. 8 Megunticook
street, Jan. 26. He had been in
Read The Courier-Gazette
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ill health for some time. He was
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette born at Stockton Springs, Jan. 1.
1885. son cf Veazie and Hattie
Carey Blanchard. He was a mem
ber of Amity Lodge. A F.&A.M. Sur
viving are his wife, Mrs. Anna
Hills Blanchard; a brother, Hart
Blanchard of Camden; an aunt.
Mrs. Maude Carleton of Rockport.
Funeral services were ht ld Monday
at 2 p. m., at the Gilbert Laite
Funeral Home, with Rev. Ferdi
nand Loungway officiating.
The Lions Hear Jim Brown

avwnn.

(j° See It • • I?01' an Inspiration !
You ought to go see the new Cadillac. You ought to walk
all around it and look at it from every angle—and you
ought to open the door and get in and sit dow n.

You ought to slide over behind the wheel and look out
over that jewel-like dash into the exciting beyond.

You look at the flawless execution of every structural
detail — and you have the comforting feeling that America’s
industrial craftsmanship is in a class by itself.
But your greatest inspiration is yet to come.

And you ought to do this, whatever the car you own
today—and whatever the car you expect to own.

You ask the price of the lowest-priced Cadillac model
— and you find that it’s easily within the means of
hundreds of thousands of American families.

For it will lift up your spirits and add to your faith in
America’s industrial enterprise and productive ingenuity.

Where else, in all the world—you ask yourself—could
there be such a blending of luxury and practicality?

You look at those beautiful, flowing lines—and you
can’t escape the conviction that America’s industrial
artistry in metals is unsurpassed in all the world.

And the answer, of course, is—“nowhere.” It’s strictly
an American “monopoly.”

You look at the fabrics that tailor the seats and cushions
—and you realize that America’s manufacturing genius
is unapproached for bringing luxury into everyday life.

Yes, here is the
standard for the automotive world.
It is hew in beauty, in comfort, in luxury and in per
formance.

So come see it soon—and come with your hopes high.

At the Camden-Rockport Lions
Club Tuesday evening the members
I were privileged to listen to DirecI tor James Brown of the Farnsworth
Museum. Rockland. Jim. who ad
dressed them a couple of years ago
telling of his exciting war experi
ences, was given a warm welcome
and the club learned a lot about
this new Knox County institution
which Is making a name for itself
all over the USA
Three
new
members
were
"pinned ’ and will be initiated with
others at next week's final monthly
meeting which Is being planned to
be one of the Big Events of Lionism
for Camden-Rockland Lions. John
Pomeroy of Rockland of the Thom
aston Cement Plant will be the
speaker, a chicken pie supper will

Old and New Dances
COME ONE—COME ALL

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL
TUESDAY, JAN. 30
Sponsored b.v Knox County
Outboard Boating Assn.
la

Tr
11-13

STRAND

CAMDEN THEATRE

SHERIDAN O’KEEFE

WASHINGTON
Charles Cargill visited with
friends in Soutji Hope all day Sun
day.

A VALENTINE SPECIAL!
One Hand Colored Miniature in Gold Frame
for only $1.95
Original Selling Price $6.00

THE JON-TILL STUDIO

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
Winter Street

Rockland, Maine

Phone 889

ROCKPORT

hfomanwi

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

Adm. slle

Detroit, Mich., Monday, having
been called there by the illness of
her mother.
MRS. HENRY DODOE
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller and
Correspondent
children Jacquelyn and Steven of
I Rockland were
Sunday dinner
Tel. Camden 2879
guests of Mr and Mrs. James MilHarbor Lights Chapter, O.ES.. ’ 1«.
The Weslayan Guild will meet at
had an installation of officers
the home of Mrs. John Sherburne,
Thursday night at the Masonic
56
Mountain street.
Camden,
Hall. Mrs. Aune Bragdon. DDGM.
of Tenant’s Harbor was the in- ; Thursday night.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief
stalliing officer. In Mr . Bragdon'
installing suite were. Mrs. Enid Corps met Friday night at the
Monaghan, Mrs. Winifred Milne Corps Hall. Mrs. Georgia Walker
and Mrs. Mabel WiLson. The of and Mrs. Elizabeth Bohndell were
ficers installed were: Doris Love initiated into the erder. Past Presi
joy. Worthy Matron; Melville Welt. dent Mrs. Effie Salisbury installed
Worthy Patron; Beatrice Rider, as ' Mrs. Alice Marshall into her of
sociate matron; Haney Simon tice as Assistant Guard. Refresh
ton, Associate Patron; Ora Bums, ments were served under the aiiSecretary; Marion Upham, Trea rection of Mrs. Elizabeth Bohndell.
surer; Millie Lawton, Conductress; The evening ended with games
Some of those attending the
Lillian Simonton, associate conduc
‘
Wiscasset
game Saturday night
tress; Thelma Haining, Chaplain;
Violet AnnLs, Marshall; Ruth Graf were: Beatrice Richards, Evelyn
fam, organist; Bernice Morton. Heath, Ivls Cripps, Lillian SimcnAdah; Joan Lawton, Ruth; Alice I ton, Howard Simonton. Jr., Alice
Simonton, Esther;
Ivls Cripps, Simonton. Ted Richards. Mr. and
Martha; Glenice Farmer, Electa; Mr . Walter Carroll Mr. and Mrs.
Kay Pound; Warder; and Harlod , Roy Hunter and daughter Mar
Morton. Sentinel. Members of the jorie. Mrs. Glenice Farmer. Ralph
Order of Rainbow assisting were:; Thorndike, Sr., and son Linwood,
Betty Lawton, Agnes Sullivan, Ar Mrs. Earle Toiman, Walter Nutt,
lene Daucett, and Esther Hall, and und Mr. and Mrs. Edward Austhe members of the Order of De- . plund.
Mrs. Lillian Simcnton, Mrs.
Moby
assisting were:
George
Stella
Simonton, Mrs. Effie Salis
Heath,
Robert Bartlett, Percy
Fiske, and Vernon Hunter. A pro bury, Miss Marion Weidman. Mrs.
gram followed with Joan Norwood Evelyn Heath, and Mrs. Alice
playing two numbers on her ac Simonton of Rockport attended
cordion namely; 'Flight of the the Samuel Peterson funeral serv
Angels" and "Entry of the Gladia ices in Rockland Saturday.
The Farm Bureau met at the
tors” and Donald Welt singing:
"Galway Bay” and "Wishing.'' Re \ Grange Hall in Glen Cove Thursfreshments were served and danc 1 day. The meeting was led by the
CUSHING
Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs.
ing was enjoyed.
At thp next regular meeting of
Constance Cooper. The subject
The Dramatic Club held its ini
Aeorn Grange. Feb. 7 Mrs. Marie
was "Meals Arcund the Clock.”
tiation at the school house Thurs
Preston of tlie Hyde Memorial
Tlie next meeting will be Feb. 15
day night.
Those initiated into
Home for Crippled Children in
at the Grange Hall. At this time
Batli will be the speaker. This the association were: Eleanor Aus- Major Gen. Kenneth P. Lord will
plund, Doris
Richards, Henry
meeting will be open to the public
address the meeting. His subject
Kontio, Ralph Thorndike. Marvin
and it is hoped that there will be
will be the Atomic Bomb.
Welt Marion Lane, Marilyn Gray,
a large attendance.
Edith Brewster and Gerald ThibaMr. and Mrs. A. R. Carle were
WEST ROCKPORT
deau. Kristin Strueber and Vicla
recent supper guests of Mr. and
Arthur Clark is a patient at the
Starr were in charge of the pro
Mrs. James Davis.
gram. Maynard Tolman was the Mae Murray Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Anderson master of ceremonies and the
Charles Sangster is confined to
attended the installation Friday pledge, written by Alee Knight, was his home by illness.
nigh' of Naomi Chapter OES. at given. Miss Madelyn Webber,
A delegation from this vicinity
Tenant’s Harbor.
' 1 acuity advisor, was present.
attended the Rockport High-Wis
Mr. and Mrs. Merle D. James ' Mrs. Fred French and daughter casset basketball game in Wiscasset
have returned from West Hartford, Drucilla of Nobleboro were guests Saturday night. Several RHS stu
Conn . where they visited a month for a few days last week at the dents from this village are on the
witli their daughter and son-in- heme of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Ste- teams
law. Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Rockwell. | vens.
Last week the Tuesday Club met
Miss Mina Woodcock is seriously
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Berry of with Mrs. Ralph Billings in Rock
This week Mrs. Oliver
ill at Miles Memorial Hospital in Rockport and Mr. and Mrs. John land.
Damariscotta.
Robbins of Rockland attended the Counce will be the hostess.
Next Sunday being the first Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Nielsen of Water Follies in Bangor Thursday.
Mrs. Inez Dean of West Rock day in February the evening union
North Vassaiboro called on friends
port was a supper guest of Mrs. service will be held in this church.
here Thursday.
Mrs John Lindell has employ Harold Hall and daughter Brenda Young People’s at 6 o'clock and
at their home on Main street, Fri regular evangelistic service with
ment in Union.
special music at 7.
day
night.
Arthur Woodbury is on an ex
The number of people from Rock
The
Fire
Department
was
called
tended vacation and plans to visit
ville in attendance at the morning
to
Beach
Hill
Sunday
morning
by
several places in the South. He
service of the local church has
flew by plane from Portland to a grass fire.
been increasing rapidly the past
Ernest
Crockett
broke
the
index
San Antonio. Texas.
finger on his left hand Saturday few weeks. This week there were
Arthur Lundeval has moved
afternoon at the Hawkins-Farnham 22 from that village which far out
from New York and is with his
Mill on Pleasant street, when a numbered those in attendance from
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Lunde
piece of wood flew over the saw our own community. The visitors
val.
' onto his finger. He will have to furnished a choir which sang
Capt and Mrs. Edgar Johnson
“Whispering Hope” as a special
wear a cast for a month.
and Mr. and Mrs. Melville Maloney
Rev. Forrect Fowle, fermer pas number. Many also remained for
attended the installation of Grace
tor
of the Methodist Church in the Sunday school session.
Chapter. OES in Thomaston. Mrs.
See the latest styles in Furs and
Ralph Paulson, daughter of Mr. Rockport, lost his church in
and Mrs. Maloney was installed Boothbay Harbor by fire Friday Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
morning.
Conductress.
1-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam
Kendall Orff and James Davis
and
children
Sandy
and
Jimmy
re

attended the Poultry Show recently
Per social items in The Courierturned to their home on Mechanic Gazette. Phone 1044. City
in Boston.
tf
Andrew Wyeth of Chadds Ford, street Sunday after having visited
Pa., who spends the Summers here, Mrs» Graffam's mother. Mrs. Nellie
is a surgical patnent at Memorial Ballard, in Portland for a few
Hospital, in Wilmington, Delaware. days last week
f—
TELEPHONE
B97
Both the girls’ and boys’ basket
Mrs. Rose Wales and Mrs. Jean
TUESDAY
and
WEDNESDAY
ette Chapman spent a day last ball teams were defeated at Wis
A jilted woman will do
casset Saturday night. This was
week-end with Mrs. Lora Olson.
ANYTHING!
James McKay Davis, son of Mr. a League game. They will play
and Mrs. James D. Davis, celebrated Tuesday at Thomaston and War
his 14th birthday Saturday with a ren will come here Friday.
Mrs. Lillian Simonton Hew to
party at his home. Guests were
Jean Olson. Lois Delano, Ramona
Crute, Gerald Anderson and Ron
ald Anderson. Skating was enjoyed
in the afternoon after which a
Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00
chicken dinner was served by Mrs.
ENDS TODAY, JAN. 30
Davis. A prettily decorated birth
‘•DESTINATION MOON”
day cake and ice cream featured
In Technicolor
the dessert.
Table decorations
ON STAGE TONIGHT ONLY
were in pink, blue and yellow with
nnrul Intern! -nal
a centerpiece of colored balloons
PREVUES OF
big
suspended from the ceiling. James
Dennis
CAMDEN FOLLIES
received several nice gifts. In the
8.30 till 9.30
evening games were played and
fortunes told with Ronald and
WED.-THURS., JAN. 31-FEB. 1
Gerald Anderson, Jean Olson and
It's All About Women
Lois Delano winning prizes. A
And Their Men
balloon fight rounded out the Jolly
“ALL ABOUT EVE”
time.
Bette Davis, Celeste Holmes

be served by Lion Caterer Tom Ayl
ward. officers of the District Lions
will be present to initiate and other
clubs wi.l be represented. Other
events are being planned to make
it a very enjoyable night. Inci
dentally it will be a fine time for
the Lion members to bring guests
to give them an insight into
Lionism.
Guests of the club included
Thomas McKay, Jr.. Richard
Parker. Frank Thomas, Charles
Calderwood and Lawrence Barne
of Lions International.
.
The Lions magazine for Febru
ary features two photos showing
Dist. Gov. Earl Bibter presenting
charters to two new Maine clubs,
Limerick and Saco Also a picture
of the Rock and clubs big Auction
taken recently in the Community
Building there.
At the Court of Honor held last
week for the Liens sponsored
Troop 300. Boy Scouts of America,
five boys successfully passed their
2nd Cass exams. This week the
Troop held a party inviting the
Girl Scout Troop. Lion ' on duty’’
with Scoutmaster Lion Bill Munroe
at the Scout's meeting were Verne
Packard and Norman Fuller.
Sandy Adams reporting from his
Army Air Force camp in Texas
says he is assigned by his superior
officer in the Public Relations to
speak before the Rotary Club. He
asked his Lieutenant if he could
wear his Lions pin which permis
sion was not given, but he could
wear his Lions tie clasp and he
"plans to open his blouse just
about halfway through the talk
and flash the tie clasp."

Arrangements can be made for home sittings

For Information Tel. 186 R or 404 M
Rockland, Maine
Richard JONes, Joel TooTILL, Props.

Anne Baxter, Marilyn Moore

WALDO ™

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

WALDOBORO—TEL. Ito
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturdav at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 30-31
Van Johnson. Kathryn Grayson
in

‘‘GROUNDS FOR MARRIAGE"
THURS.-FRL, JAN. 1-2
Maureen O’Hara. John Payne,
Howard DaSilva
in

“TRIPOLI”
In Technicolor

Paramount Presents
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A highly successful silver tea was
held Sunday afternoon at St. Pe
ter’s Undercroft with the Woman’s
Auxiliary as hostesses. Mrs. Lusa
JfardavouILs showed pictures of her
trip last Summer to Greece. Sicily,
Italy and the Isle of Capri, and in
a charming manner told of her
travels. Mrs. Lena Richardson was
general chairman of the affair.
Mrs. Annie Alden and Mrs. Keryn
Rice poured

john Koster, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Koster. 29 Broad street,
who has been a patient at Chil
dren’s Hospital in Boston several
months, is greatly improved. He
will have to remain there some
time longer for treatment. He
wishes to thank all his friends
who have been so kind in remem
bering him with cards and gifts.

1

Bradford Ames, A.T. 2'c, who
has been stationed at the Navy
Supply Depot in Oakland, Calif.,
the past four months left Jan. 8
on the U SS. Jupiter for the Pacific. Mrs. Ames and children Danny
and Susan who flew to Alameda,
Calif, and spent five weeks with
him, have returned home by plane.

Golden Rod O.E.S. Installed Friday

MARCH OF ROCKLAND MOTHERS
Group Will Solicit Between 7 and 8 Wednesday
Night—Turn On Your Porch Light

Mr. and Mrs. Faunce Thorndike
of Malden. Mass., were dinner
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs
Wi liam Cement, South Thom
aston.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linekin and
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small left
Mrs. Herbert Baum and son Sunday by autotnooile for a
Herbert. Jr. of Kennebunkport are month’s vacation in Fort I^auderMrs. Edith Cheney returned to in the city, called by the illness of ; dale, Fla.
her home in Yarmouth Friday aft her mother, Mrs Nellie Smith. Mrs |
Mrs. Fred Bowers of Winthrop,
er having been guest of Mrs. Eliza Baum is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mass, has returned home after
glummer.
Norman Stinson at Owl's Head
spending several days with Mr. and
and Herbert, Jr., is with his aunt.
Mrs. William Clement, South
The Albert H. Newbert Associa Mrs Fred Knight Grace street.
Thomaston.
tion of Past Matrons and Past Patrons, Order of the Eastern Star,
Miss Maxine Denbow Ls employed
C. O. Warner, A.DC.. US.N. has
will hold Its annual meeting, Fri at Savitt’s, Inc.
returned to the Air Base at Quon
day, Peb. 2. in Temple Hall. SupTwo new members were voted set, Pt„ R. I. after a month’s duty
I per at 6.30. Housekeepers, Mrs. Le
into
the Sea Explorers Ship Red at the Brunswick Ail Base, due to
roy Chatto. Mrs. Richard Havener.
.racket
at their meeting Wednes the illness of his son, Richard O.
Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh, and
day
night.
They were James Rand, Warner
Mrs. James Pease.
age 14, a freshman at Rockland
The Mission Circle of the Univer
Mr. and Mrs. James Burdick and High School. He was formerly a salist Church will meet in. vestry
Hfess Sandra Morrell of Yarmouth member of the Thomaston Boy
Feb. 7, at 2.30. Theme, The Near
were week-end guests of Mr. and Scouts with rank of second class. East. Hostesses, Mrs. Sidney Bird,
Mrs. Josef Vina, Granite street.
He is interested in boats, aviation I Mrs. Wilbur Cross, Mrs. Brooks
and all out door sports. Also,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey and William Coiley cf Glen Cove, age Gregory, Mrs. E. C. Payson, and
MLss Alice Puller.
Members are
Capt. and Mrs. Carl Reed, Sr., left
16, a Junior in Rockland High
Saturday morning by automobile School. He was formerly a mem urged to bring articles for the
I Clara Barton Gift Shop table.
for a month’s tour of California.
ber of Boy Scout Troop 2C4 and Ls [ Many persons visit the Home every'
Mrs. James Roach Ls attending interested in mechanics and all month and nearly always buy gifts
the Massachusetts Hairdressers out door sports. The skating party to take away.
Convention being held at the Ho- planned for last Wednesday night
The Methebesec Club was most
iJel Statler,
Boston,
Monday was postponed because of rain so
the evening was turned into a pleasantly entertained at the home
I Through Wednesday.
stunt night with many amusing of Mrs. Ceetta Whitmore on the
Mrs. Nellie Smith, formerly of acts. Plans are being completed for afternoon of Jan 26. Mrs. MarySwans Island, who new makes her their paper collection on Feb. 11. Avery had charge of the meeting,
home with her daughter, Mrs. Nor Weather permitting, the skating Mrs. Gladyse Bums, the president,
man Stinson. Owls Head, had an party will be held tomorrow night with Mrs. Jane Beach, delegate,
' emergency surgical operation at (Wednesday)..
being at the State Federation
Knox Hospital on Sunday.
meeting in Waterville. There were
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Black 24 members present. The program
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisman and ington have returned from a 5 under the direction of Miss Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane left weeks' visit with their daughters. Bicknell consisted of two papers,
for Florida today.
Their first stop was with Mr and one by Mrs. Katharvn St Clair
Mrs. Rene Fisher (Maxine Black on "Pizarro, and the Civilization
The W. C. T- U. will meet Fri
ington) in New York, where they He Pound in Peru" and one byday afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs.
spent the Christmas season. The Mrs. Reita Holden on "Spain and
Ethel Colburn, 85 North Main
Blackingtons went on to Delaware the Netherlands, under Philip II.”
street. The worship service will
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Mau Mrs. Olive Wilson read a letter
be conducted by Mrs. Nellie Marice Marston 'Shirley Blackington) written to the Spanish King by
gune.
The program, "Narcotic
and made a second stop with the one of the last survivors of the
Education" will be presented by
Fishers, enroute heme. In New- Conquistadors and Mrs. Orissa
Mrs. Mildred Havener.
York Mr. Blackington sustained Merritt, in Spanish costume, *told
Lady Knox Beauty Shop will be painful injuries in a fall down a of "The Spain of Today. At the
closed Monday. Jan. 29 through flight of stairs and Mrs. Blacking conclusion of the program tea was
Thursday, Feb. 1.
12’13 ton was stricken with an illness served by the hostesses: Mrs.
that resulted in her being taken Whitmore. Mrs. Olive Wiison and
k See the latest styles in Furs and to Knox Hospital Sunday where she
Miss Bertha Orbeton, Mrs. Reita
[Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. remains A granddaughter, Cyn Holden poured.
1-tf thia Fi-her, is also hospitalized.
A surprise stork shower was
tendered Mrs. Jolin Kennedy at
her home on Brewster street last
Friday night. The group presented
her with a bathinette and other
dainty items. Hostess for the oc
casion was Mrs. Lewis Black.
Official Girl Scout Agency
Bidden guests were Mrs Everett
Baum. Jr.. Mrs. Ralph Calderwood,
Mrs Milton Rollins. Jr., Mrs. Clif
ford Achom. Mrs. Aino Sulin. Mrs.
Sherman Lord, Mrs. Robert Ste
vens, Mrs. Frank Kaler, Mrs. Ludwiig Genevicz, Mrs. Robert Hast
ings, Miss Marjorie Gerow, Mrs.
Robert Kalloch, Mrs. Toivo Suo
mela, Mrs. Charles Carver, Mrs.
Emery Ellis, Mrs. Almond Pier
pont, Mrs. William Butler, Mrs.
JUST IN TIME FOR THE KIPPY KARNIVAL
Donald Calderwood, all of Rock
land; Mrs. William Kennedy. Mrs.
Arthur Kennedy, Mrs. Clyde Van
nah of Wadoboro, and Mrs. Ray
mond Pinkham of Camden. Late
lunch was served.

SENTER^GRANE'S

Page Seven ’

Left, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Novicka, installed as Worthy .Matron and Patron of tlie Chapter together with Mr
and Mrs. Wesley Knight, thr retiring heads of the order and also the installing officers.

Mr. and Mrs. Louts W. Bosse,
Claremont street, entertained over
the week-end. their daughters,
Gayle and Lynne Rogers of Ban
gor. Darrel Brooks of Wilkesbarre,
Penn., and Bill Rogers of Bangor.

Mr. and Mrs. Neil Novicka Heads Of Rockland
Eastern Star For Coming Year
The annual installation of Gol
den Rod Chapter. OE.3. was held
Friday night at Masonic Temple
with many members and guests in
attendance. Decorations were of
ivy and bowls of flowers in tiie
five Star colors.
Mrs. Virginia Knight was the
installing officer, assisted by Wes
ley H. Knight as installing patron.
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson as mar
shal and Mrs. Gertrude Boody as
chaplain. Stafford Congdon was
organist for the ceremonies, playing incidental music as well as the
marches He also acted as accom
panist for Mrs. Ruth Hoch, who
was soloist for the evening.
Following the installation of
Mrs. Esther Novicka as worthy
matron, she was presented with
an arm bouquet of yellow roses, her
young son Allison making the
presentation. During tlie flower
ceremony for the installation of the
Star Points, colored lights were
used effectively as Mrs. Knight re
cited a very beautiful pcem and
presented the newly-instaBed Star
Points with colonial bouquets in
colors appropriate to their office.
The officers elected wore red car
nations corsages with their white
gowns with the men wearing red
boutonnieres. Mrs Knight wore a
gown of maroon satin with a cor
sage of gardenias. She was pre
sented later with an arm bouquet
of pink roses by Mrs. Novicka in
appreciation of her services as in
stalling officer. The newly-in
stalled patron and matron. Mr. and
Mr- Neil Novicka presented Mr.
and Mrs. Knight with their past
effi-ers’ jeweLs, to which they re
sponded briefly
The newly-installed officers are:
Mr.. Esther Novicka. worthy ma
tron; Neil C. Novicka. worthy pa
tron; M Athleen Pease, associate

matron: James M Pease, associ
ate patron; Miss Katherine A.
Veazie. secretary; Mr- Helen E
Bean, treasurer; Mr Vivian Vinal.
associate conduct re. s; Mrs Naomi
Benner, chaplain; Mrs. Golden
Munro, marshal; Mrs. Mary B
Lawry, organist; Mrs. Lucie Suo
mela, Adah; Mrs. Esther Graves
Ruth; Mrs. Ruth Buchanan. Es
ther; Mrs. Margaret Calderwood.
Martha; Mrs Margaret Chaples,
Electa; Mrs. Mildred Achorn, war
der and Ralph Chaples. sentinel
Committees for the year have
been appointed as follows: Inquiry.
Mrs. Gertrude Merrill. Mrs. Vir
ginia Knight and Raymond Watts.
Resolutions, Dr Lloyd M. Richard
son. Visiting Committee: Ward 1,
Mrs. Margaret Calderwood and
Mrs Evelyn Cates: Ward 2. Mrs.
Athleen Pease and Mrs. Verona
Cummings; ward 3. Mrs. Maud
Blcdgett and Mrs. Gernell Daniels;
Ward 4, Mrs. Osca Knight and
Mrs Mabel Thorndike; Ward 5.
Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Mrs.
Millie Thomas; ward 6, Mrs. Ruth
Buchanan
and
Mrs.
Pauline
Hutchinson; ward 7. Mrs Ruth
Russell and Mrs. Geo:gie Rack
liff: Owl's Head. Mrs. Elizabeth
Seavey; Thomaston. Mrs. Dorothy
Folta and Ingraham Hill, Mrs
Margaret McConchie.
Hostesses of the evening were
Mrs. Millie Th mas. Mis. Maude
Blodgett and Mrs. Georgie Rack
liff, while the ushers were Dr.
Lloyd M. Richardson, Charles
Foote, James Roach. Bernard Gray
and Sheldon Eaton.
Following the ceremonies a re
ception for the new officers was
held in the banquet hall. Re
freshments were served by Mrs
Osca Knight. Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Mrs.
Doris Havener. Mrs. Ruth Albee,
Mrs. Evelyn Cates and Mrs. Dcro
thy Childs.

Hl'TI HINS-BABB
Miss Joanne Babb and Harold M.
( Hutchins, both of Washington, were
unite(j
marriage Saturday eve
ning, Jan. 6. Rev. Harold Nutter
performed the ceremony at his
home in Washington.
Miss Priscilla Babb, sister of the
bride, was bridesmaid and James
Caulfield of North Waldoboro was
1 _ '5est man
The newlyweds were honored at
a reception. Jan. 13 at the bride's
home. There were 65 relatives and
friends present. The couple received
many nice gifts, including linen,
dishes, silver, kitchenware and
money. The bride and bridegroom
cut the first slice of wedding cake,
which was served by Mrs. James
Reid of Augusta, cousin of the
bride. Miss Sylvia Merrill of Vassalboro was in charge of the guest
book and Priscilla Babb had charge
of the guests.

Exhibit Wyeth’s Work

At thc Thomaston and Union
Teachers Club held ai Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Buswcll’s residence on
Talbot avenue. Jan. 22. the follow
ing names have been added to the
list given: Miss Margaret Sim
mons of Friendship, Mrs. Ella
Gosbcy- of Tenant’s Harbor and
Mrs. Esther Rogers of Rockland.
Albert McCarty of Boston spent
the week-end with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. McCarty,'
Broadway.
•-----,
Lt. j.g. Charles H. Whitmore. Jr.,
who is attached to the U.S.S. Ver
milion at Norfolk. Va.. will arrive
today to spend a 10-day leave with
his mother, Mrs. Charles H. Whit
more Sr., Broadway.

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church is invited to see
the Boy Scout movie of last Sum
mer’s Jamboree at Valley Forge
which will be shown in the vestry
Wednesday night at 6.30 by Troop
203. Following the movie, the la
dies will adjourn to thc home of
Mrs. Bessie Norton, 170 Camden
street, for a business meeting.

Mrs. Fred Luscombe and son
Robert of Medford. Mass., have
returned home after spending sev
eral days with her brother. Roy
Wiggin, South Thomaston.
Mrs. Edith Jackson Smith has
returned home after being a sur
gical patient at Knox Hospital.

The Mother's Club of Ingraham’s
Hill will meet at .the school Wed
nesday night at 8 o’clock.
John Watts had the surprise ot
his life Sunday night when his
wife invited a few of his frienas
into supper, the occasion being his
birthday. Mrs. Hazel Fizzette
made and decorated a handsome
birthday cake, and John was pre
sented a box of cigars. Guests
were: Lewis Benovitch, Barney
Benovitch. Frank Brown. Dennis
Boudreau, Rockland; Samuel Leigh
ton, Harlan Rawley, Francis Mor
ris, Port Clyde.

Gov. and Mrs. Frederick G.
Mrs. Donald Goss was honored
Payne will entertain at the first
at a coffee and stork shower Sun of the series cf legislative county
day morning at 10 o’clock at the group luncheons Wednesday noon
home of Mrs. Maurice Miller,
at Blaine House. The members of
Broadway, with Mrs. Edward Bar
the House and the Senate from
nard, Mrs. Emilio Hary and Mrs.
the counties of Ahdrosccggin and
Josef Vinal, assisting hostesses. A
Lincoln and their wives will be the
plastic tree covered with bills guests for the first luncheon. When
cleverly folded to represent fans was asked why the two counties, Lin
used as a centerpiece on the table coln and Androscoggin were com
and then presented to Mrs. Ooss. bined into the party Gov. Payne
Invited guests were: Mrs. Theodore explained that Androscoggin Coun
Andrus, Mrs. Russell Connors, Mrs. ty was his native county while
Maynard Wiggin,
Mrs. Alfred Lincoln County was his by adop
Prescott. Mrs. A H. Boothby. Mrs. tion
J. Weldon Russell, Mrs. Richard
Stoddard, Mrs. Hugh Benner. Mrs.
Senter-Crane’s has just marked
Maxwell Ames, Mrs. Clintcn Bar- down 75 or 100 Dresse.- in the Bar
hour, Mrs. Raymond Billings. Mrs. gain Attic. Values to $598; price,
Lloyd Argyle, Mrs. Roger Dow, Mrs. $2.98. Balance of al! Wool Coats
Clifford Gardner, Jr., Mrs. Maurice marked $15. Take elevator to 4th
McKusic, Mrs. Cleveland Morey, floor.
13-lt
Mrs. Alfred Young, Mrs. Donald
Crudell. Miss Dorothy Choate. Mrs.
Luther Bickmore,
Mrs. Arthur
Bowley, Mrs. Paul Plourde, Mrs.
Walter Barstow. Mrs. Mellen De- j
shon, Mrs. Millard Hart. Mrs,
Frederick Palmer,
Mrs.
Hugh [
Knowlton, Mrs. Francis Ome. Mrs. |
Howard Rice, Mrs. Samuel Small,
Mrs. George Lewis, Mrs. Howe
Glover, Mrs. Richard Perry, Mrs. |
Walter Post. Mrs. Paul Merriam, j
Mrs. Ralph Post, Mrs Vaino
Johnsen. Mrs. Edward Baxter and
Mrs. Elmer Teel of Rockland; Mrs.
Richard Thomas,
Mrs. Charles
Goss, Mrs. Clarence Waterman,
Jr., and Mrs. Gilbert Leadbetter,
Camden; Mrs. Ann Billings, Tho
maston; Mrs. Carl Philbrook, Owls
Head, and Mrs. James Burdick and
Miss Sandra Morrell of Yarmouth.

Currier Gallery and Farns
worth Art Museum Jointly
Sponsoring It
The Toledo Museum ol Art will
lend from its permanent collec
tion the painting "The Hunter” by
Andrew Wyeth to the Currier Gal
lery of Art. Manchester. N. H
This was announced by BlakeMore Godwin, director of thc To
ledo Museum, who said that the

The busy members of Brownie
Troop 5 made 18 plastic bibs, cut
For tacking shipments of fragile out pictures and greeting cards to
merchandise, nothing ts more prac be sent with 12 scrapbooks to :he
tical than old newspapers Bundles Hyde Memorial Home in Bath
10 cents and up at The Courier when they met Saturday morning
Gazette
in the Scout room.
They have
contributed $12.30 to the March of
Dimes and are earning pennies for
the Juliette C. Low fund and also
are selling Girl Scout peanuts.
There are 30 members in the
Troop with Mrs. Marie Studley,
leader, and Mrs. Flora Hary asEdward Dodge of Camden, Red
Cross nstructor for this area, will
give a lesson in first aid to Girl
Scout Troop 10 Friday afternoon
at 3.30 in the Scout room. Last
Friday, Mrs Susie Lamb gave the
girls a talk on Junior and Senior
Red Cross following which the
girls made bread twist and cooked
hot dogs over an open fire. Music
and dancing followed. Mrs. Kath
leen Harriman, leader, and Mrs.
Leona Whitehill. assistant leader,
were assisted by Mrs. Evelyn Halli
•0 gan.

Rockland's Mother's March in
the Polio Drive will take place at
7.30 tomorrow 'Wednesday) night
from 7 to 8 p. m All who wish to
give to the cause are asked to have
their porch light on at 7 o’clock
and a worker will call All moneys
will be turned over to the Ward
Captains at once.
These are the captains and
workers Ward 1, Captain. Mrs.
James Cousins? Mrs. Maxwell
Young. Mrs Mellen Deshon, Mrs
Pearl Vanorse. Mrs. Ruth Davis.
Mrs Arthur Jordan. Mrs Warren
Dorr. Mis. Fred Tripp. Mrs John
Passon, Mrs Dorothy McPherson.
Mrs David Hodgkins
Ward 2. Captain. Mrs. John Karl:
Mrs. Alma Dailey, Mrs. Margaret
Nicholas. Mrs. Guy Nicholas. Mrs
Verna Jones. Mrs Otis Albee. Mrs
I Willard Fales. Mrs Weston Gam, age. Jr., Mrs. Wilpas Sallinen, Mrs.
Leonard Campbell. Mrs Betty Mer
chant. Mrs. Louise Cole. Mrs. Norma
Schofield, Mrs. Millicent Rackliff,
Mrs. Edwin Webber, Mrs. Roger
Newhall
Ward 3, Co-Captains. Mrs. Thom
as Sweeney. Mrs. Howard Edwards,
Mrs Wesley Wasgatt: Mrs. Gilmore
Soule. Mrs. Donald C Haskell. Mrs
Harold Folsom. Mrs William Karl.
Mrs Lawrence Miller. Mrs. Adin
Whitney. Mrs Edward Barnard,
Mrs. Ruth Jacobs. Mrs. Edward
■ Manseau. Mrs. Willis Heal. Mrs.
Morton Estes. Mrs. Sven Eurenius,
Mrs. James Pease, Mrs Sam Small.

Mrs Donald Brown. Mrs Robert
Gregory. Mrs. Richard French,
Mrs Sam Savitt.
Ward 4. Captain, Mrs. Elmer
Bird. 2d: Mrs. Harold Halligan,
Mrs Francis Orne, Mrs. Gladys
Stone Mrs Gilberta Jordan, Mrs.
Carl Stilphen. Mrs. Raymond Perry,
Mrs Donald Payson. Mrs. Blake
Annis. Mrs Frederick Bird. Mrs. J.
Weldon Russell. Mrs. Clayton Bitler,
Mrs. Robert Seliger. Mrs Marjorie
Bickmore.
Ward 5. Captain. Mrs. Ralph
Billings. Mrs. Ruth Foley, Mrs.
Marjorie Ripley. Mrs. Artinese Mills,
Mrs Joan Robishaw, Mrs. Inez
Ames. Mrs. Daisey Nichols, Mrs.
Vera Johnson, Mrs. Eleanor Fairweather. Mrs. Tilly Anastasio, Mrs.
Ruth Fogarty, Mrs. Kay Duncan,
Mrs Kathleen Harriman. Mrs.
Ruth Rytky, Mrs Velzora Plourde,
Mrs Arabelle Knight. Mrs. Jean
Clough, Mrs. William Boardman,
Mrs Otis Fogg. Mrs. Molly Phil
brook
Ward 6. Captain, Mrs. Charles
W Carver: Mrs. Willis Kinney,
Mrs. Virginia Kunesh. Mrs. Ernest
Jones. Mrs Vernon Studley, Mrs.
Cecil Craig. Mrs Austin Kinney.
Ward 7. Co-Captains, Mrs. Earl
Simmons, and Mrs. Lucien Dean;
Mrs Levi Flint, Mrs. Jalo Ranta,
Mrs Albert levenseler, Mrs. Ruth
Farrell. Mrs. Christopher Roberts,
Mrs. Lockhart Curry. Mrs. Simon
Hamalainen, Mrs. Carl Nelson, Mrs.
Charles Fullerton.

To Be Wed

For Our Betty
Fr onds Honored Her Ap
proaching Marriaae At
Charming Party

Katherine Snow

Announcement is being made of
the engagement of Miss Katherine
Snow, daughter of Mrs. Sally
Ramsey Snow ol Roberts street,
Portland, formerly of Rockland and
Carl A. Snow of Deering avenue,
Poi'land, to M. Sgt. Charles W
Norton Jr., son of Mrs. Charles
W. Norton of Quincy, Mass., and
ihe late Mr. Morton.
Mis.- Snow was graduated from
Deering High School and attended
the University of Maine. She is
employed by Ercokhaven National
Laboratory Upton, N. Y.
Sergeant Norton, a graduate of
North Quincy High School, has
-erved six years with thc Army,
and is a National Guard Instruc
tor at Fort Williams.

Currier Gallery and the Farns
worth Art Museum. Rockland, are
jointly sponsoring a major exhi
bition of Wyeth's work during the
Summer months.
"The Hunter" has been invited
to an exhibition at the Milwaukee
iWis.) Art Institute from Feb. 13
to March 23. Upon its return to
Toledo following that showing, it
will be extenshley used in gallery
talks for school children here
during April and May, after
which it will be sent to Manches
ter.
The painting is from the Eliza
beth Mau Collection, named for a
former Toledo school teacher who.
upon her death, bequeathed a part
of her estate to the Toledo Mu
seum. That fund has been used
to purchase 19 contemporary Ame
rican paintings.

“Be Well Groomed”

Miss Betty Seekins. whese mar
riage to Elmer Leonard of Camden,
will take place in the near future,
was guest of honor at a bridal
-hower given by Mrs Cecil Polky
and Mrs. Esther Wolfe at the
former's heme on Main street,
Thursday n ghl. Miss Seekins re
ceived many lovely gifts. Refresh
ment were served by the hostesses.
Mrs. Leroy Seekins and Mrs. Edna
Leonard poured. The table was
atrractively decorated by a centerpiece of yellow jonquil-, flanked by
green candles and -urrounded by
dainty sandwiches,«cockies and two
| cakes, one of which had a bridal
j decoration. Those invited were:
Mrs. Edna Leonard, Miss Kay
Libby of Camden; Mrs, John New
man. Mis. Marion Garrison, Mrs.
Walter Johnson,
Mrs. Francis
Harden. Mrs. June Ellis, Mrs. Alta
Dimick. Mrs. William McLellan, all
' of Rockland; Mrs. Arthur G. Lil1 lienthal of Scotia N. Y.; Mrs. El
mer R. Biggers, ,ir„ of Fort Lee,
N. Y.; and Mrs, Gwendolyn Mun
roe, Mrs. Gerald Adams, Miss
Katherine O'Ccnnell, Mrs. John
McChesney. ML*. Sally Gray, Mrs.
Wendall Young,
Mrs. Richard
Hall. Mrs. Lawrence Daley, Miss
Leis Hastings, Mrs. LerGy Seekins,
Mrs. Edward Stone, Mrs. Patricia
Whitney, Miss Virginia Smith,
Mrs. George Grafton, all of this
town; and Mrs. Edward Barrett
and Mrs Willis Berry of Warren.

TlTtN IN Cr- ROBIN SON
A wedding of local interest took
place in New Britain, Conn., on
Jan 27, when MLss Priscilla Ro
binson daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Robinson of Isle au Haut,
became the bride of Raymond
Turning at the home of his par
ents.
The bride wore an aqua gabar
dine suit with black accessories and
corsage of white orchids.
They
were attended by Mr. Turning’s
brother and sister-in-law.
Mr-. Turning graduated from
Rockland High School in 1937 and
was a popular waitress at The
Copper Kettle for several years.
She later went to Hartford, conn.,
to work and is now employed at
Pratt Whitney Company.
Mr. Turning served three years
in the Navy during World War H.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

MORE FLAVOR! — because

This special lot bought in New York this

At $10.95 they are a Bargain!

Other Evening Dresses to $19.95

We have just received a good assortment of
LODGE DRESSES up to $29.50

there’s more tea and finer
quality tea in

SALADA
TEA-BAGS

Make a weekly appointment for

SHAMPOO and SET. at

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Knight. Prop.
373 MAIN ST.. ROCKI AND, ME.
TEL. 142

Quality Shoe Shop
310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday-Thurs3ay-$ahrf08J
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Page Figfif
GIVE ONLY A DIME

Have j-ou giued at a child nth a
sad little face.
Rare you seen little lags, bound up
nth a brace.

Have you seen in Its eyes a look of
despair.
As it move slowly around, ln a little
wheel chair?
In an iron lung, far from mother,
and home.
A small child is lying, through no
fault of its own.
Yet ever ready to give one a smile.
Though stricken and ill, with the
dread infantile.
No respecter of persons is this
grave disease.
That smites, and strikes, where
and whom it may please.
In the home of the rich, as well as
the poor,
Like a thief lt steals silently up
to the door.
Mother, your child may be heathy
and strong.
Romping and playing the whole
day long.
But think for a minute, your
child may be next.
And you tearfully ay. “Ood he
knoweth best."
But a way has been found in which
we can help
To restore these small children
on the road back to health.
By all acting quickly to join that
grand line.
Who are domg their bit by giving
a dime
When we have given our dime,
then deep in our hearts.
How proud we now feel that at last
we re a part
Of the merciful and also wonder
ful line
Who are striving to conquer the
dread infantile.
So let us get together and do our
part.
And give all tliat we can. with love
in our hearts.
May our light so shine, as wc join
the grand line.
That others will follow and offer
their dime.
Then the Heavenly Father whom
all children doth love.
Showers of blessings will send
from above.
Remember hts words, where e'er
we may be.
Suffer little children to come unto
me.

DISCUSSED THE SALES TAX

Off

The Blarney Stone

the Boll

Mrs. Anderson Enjoys Life
In This Country Without
the Famous Rock

League Of Women Voters Studied Phillips Re
port and Expressed Own Opinion On
Tax Program

The Rockland League of Worn- 47 years ago our highways cost our
en Voters met Wednesday after- State Government ten thousand
dollars as compared with our an
noon in the Farnsworth Museum.
nual outlay now of more than $23,A panel discussion was held on OOO.COO The cost of education and
"The Report of the Maine Tax Re- iibraries has expanded from $707,vtsions Committee"
which was poo to over $8,003,000 and so the
headed by President Charles Phil increase shows throughout whole
lips of Bates College with a com list.
The Committee thought the
mittee of 56 members. The infor
combination tax was more equit
mation derived from thi.- rep;:,
able. with all groups contributing
was not the opinion cf the Panel
and would make possible a broader
members but facts br gilt cu' b>
tax base, adequate to meet future
the Revisions commit e There
a - well as present needs. The rev
are no pending bills cn the tax
enue would enable a tax revision
situation before the present session
and reform, with an estimated nine
of legislature but it. i. evident
to 20 million dollars. The State
that a bill or bills will be presented
could withdraw from the property
before the session closer
tax field and could reduce select- |
Recommendations of the Comive levies on alcohol, gasoline and
mittee were presented by Mrs.
tobacco.
Robert J. Hybels. who spoke on ihe
The five basic facts that should
sales tax. To maintain the present
level in State institutions and be understcod were: 1. An adeschools a 2 percent sales Ux, with <juate and equitable fiscal tax profood exempt, would finance the1 ^am cannot utlder our Pederal
program. It was pointed out that
be devUed ln terms of an>’
a sale, tax would be better than ' °ne Government. 2. The trend of
an income Ux because every one Governmental cost in Maine as in
would be affected, with no serious other StaWs * uPward- 3 Current.
i effect on the low income families, ly the State cf Maine Is spending
because it would be a "pay as you more than it receives. Example:
I go’’ basis amounting to a few The last Lebislature used unap
propriated surplus funds and a
rents a day.
Maine has cne of the lowest quo level of operation was established
tas in the United States for sup that cannot be supported by pre
port of Institutions and Educa sent general fund revenue. Betion. Mrs Hybels also quoted that cause
the inflationary spiral it
, the State budget has been increased
more 10 °Perat€ and U the
I three million dollars bv inflation. state withdraws from the proper| State and local Governments * tax field this wil1 be anothcr
i should not embark on new services loss of revenue. With $1,000,000
requiring new tax sources until we dollars used in 1950 and $2,000,000
i are able to finance them and are used for 1951 nothing is left in the
i shown they are urgently needed. so called bank account.
Fact number 4. Despite the great
Our Economic prosperity depends
For social Items in The Courieron the expansion cf present, and rise in Government cost already
Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
addition of new industries which a experienced it seems likely that
burdensome tax program would not further increases are still ahead
promote.
: Highway costs are up 60 percent
Mrs. Thomas Sweeney discussed and a likelihood of large military
the income tax. reporting on the expenditures. The population inviews of the Committee, a personal crea c in Marne of 113.000 persons
income tax is based on premise and in tbe last 20 years means addiabillty to pay. Proponents of a tional cost to State and local govpersonal income tax feel that the ernments. A striking example is in
upper income group should pay, education with more children and
relieving the lower income group the necessity of more teachers.
of added taxes. It is interesting to classrooms and equipment. The
note that this income tax received Committee Report urges that a
the lowest number of votes of the committee be formed to study gov
Revisions Committee, with the two ernment services and see if costs
per cent sales tax receiving the can not be reduced. In spite of all
this the Committee felt that even
highest vote.
The combination of both sales after all economy is obtained the
and income tax was reported by local and State governments will
Miss M. Lucille Nason, who told still need more revenue. But this
that the cost of our State Govern will be a question for the Legisla
ment alone has increased 35 times ture to decide.
in 47 years. Examples used were.
Fact number 5. There are grave

wen

worn

Little Colleen Bekker. 18-month-old youngtter, of Douglae, Mich., is
shown here reaching for ball as part of treatment by Physical Thera
pist Barbara Brink. Little Colleen was stricken by polio at the age of
eight months, was treated at a Grand Rapids Hospital. Four out of
five persons hit in last year's second worst polio epidemic on record
needed and received aid from the March of Dimes. The 1951 campaign
for polio funds is under way now. You can help lots of little Colleens
by contributing generously.

difficulties involved in trying to
MATINICUS
rely upon our present sources of
Mrs. Isabelle Ripley spent the
taxes for any substantial further day Wednesday with her sister,
increase in revenue as 93 percent of Mrs. F.ora Philbrook.
local tax revenue comes from prop
Alton Ames has been in Rock
erty tax while over 11 percent of land on business
cur State's total taxe revenue
Among those who went to Rock
comes from the same source. The
land Thursday morning were: Mr.
Report doubts the advisability of
and Mrs. Dorian Ames, Mr. and
increasing the property tax. and,
the other items, ga-oline, tobacco Mrs. Emery Philbrook, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Thcmpson: Mr. and
liquor and motor vehicles, so un
Mrs. Orris Philbrook and daughter
less State services are curtailed
Gracie; Ivan Philbrook. L. L
new1 sources of income should be
Young and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
considered.
Bunker.
In 1946 the Institute of Public
Albert MacPhaU of Rockland was
Administration made a survey of
a recent business caller here.
Maine’s tax structure and recom
No school Thursday forenoon
mended a combination sales and in
come tax which came bciore the cue to the illness of Mr. OReiley.
voters and the referendum was
For social Items in The Courierturned down. Those who urge a
Gazette. Phone 1944. City.
«
combined perscnal income sales
tax feel that it provides for the
most equitable distribution of addi
tional costs of Government. Some
tax legislation Ls necessary but
the fundamental question is who
is going to pay the bill.
After the question period follow- ,
ing the iianel discussion, Mrs. Sanford W. Delano hospitality chair
man .was assisted in serving re
freshments b.v Mis. H. P. Blodgett, !
Mi Edward Moffit. Mrs. Ralph
Wiggin, Mr Leslie Wilscn. Mrs.
Seth Lowe and Mis. Rex H. Gar
rett. Pouring were Mrs. Kenneth
P. Lord and Miss M. Lucille Na
son. The tea table, attractively ar
ranged by Mrs. Delano, was grape
clusters surrounded by grape ivy
len white linen doilies.

Christmas and New Years are
gone, stores are featuring sales of
every description.: It won't be
long now when I plan to come
home to Maine—for a short visit,
anyway. I count the days and feel
almost as homesick as when I
came to New York in September.
These first weeks I’ll never for
get
Everything was so strange,
different and big. The towering
skyscrapers, the speeding traffic,
the crowds of people. But in the
midst of it all, you who have ever
been lonely, know how many things
will make one think of home, and
feel even more forlorn. Up here
on the eleventh the traffic on Park
Avenue sounds for all the world
just like the wind in a blizzard in
Maine. I'd hear a plane and wish
it was brother Arthur, coming to
fly me home. I'd walk around
the block where the front entrances
of these swank apartment buildings
reminded me of grandma's oldfashioned parlor with the furniture
placed primly against the walls.
You hear of chain reaction in
atom bombs. My first week here
was such a chain reaction of
events that it almost finLshed
me. First, I got a painful ingrow
ing toenail—from wearing too
short shoes. I found out later. I
hadn't received my Courier-Ga
zette yet, and learning that I
could get Maine papers at Times
Square, decided to go there. To
ease my aching toe. I put on my
one and only pair of open-toed
shoes which had high heels and
only a strap above the heel. What
they call heel strap pumps. Kind
of cute-looking. but very dangerous
as I found out later. But “where
ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be
wise,” and I was very happy as I
started for Times Square to get
a Maine paper. The girls gave me

explicit instructions for getting
there, with their usual advice oi
“don't speak to strangers, held on
to your pocketbook, and ask di
rections only frem policemen or
other officinals. We ar? on 66th
street and its only a short distance
to the Lexington Avenue subway,
so in a few minuses I was whizzing
away underground towards the
most famous intersections in the
world which, at the moment, didn't
interest me at all.
I was happily thinking that soor
I’d be reading news from home.
People got on and others got off
at the different stops and scan it
was time for me to hurry out of
the train and upstairs to daylight
Poor me. I saw stars, and ii
wasn't night either! I reached top
side and that low curbing in front
of subway entrances, my high heel
caught on something and I fell
flat on my face. I picked myself
up and my broken glasses. Didn’t
feel hurt any place, but was hor
rified to have my white glove come
all bloody when I put my hands to
my face. I must have been a sight
but nobody paid the slightest at
tention.
It's so easy to be anonymous in
New York, and that what they
probably thought I was—"alcoholics
anonymous.” I made my way to
a restaurant where the mirror in
the ladies’ lounge showed a cut
above one eye, whot looked like
bear scratches below it, and dirt
over all. I cleaned up a best I
could and then had a cup of coffee.
Nothing like a cup of coffee to a
Finn. Winter or Summer that's
what we have in “the pause that
refreshes" 1 felt better right eff
and ready to push my way through
those throngs of people to that
newstand.
No Courier-Gazette, but did get
a Press Herald. Such a “how dr do ’
when I got back to Park Avenue!
"Why did you have to go traipsing
out there, anyway?" "Lonely? Here
in our wonderful, big beautiful New
York!” they said, as they hastened
to minister to me with adhesive
rubbing alsohol and best of all, a
pair of glasses to enable me to read
every word of that paper. After-

wards I got the sneaky feeling that
maybe they were afraid I wouldn’t
be able to cook the next day’s big
Sunday dinner. They didn t know
we Maine folks are made of strong
stuff. Monday I went to an eye
specialist who dug a piece of Times
Square from my eye. Incidentally,
I wonder if Dr. Bartlett, formerly
of Tenant's Harbor, is still living.
He dug a piece of nursing bottle
from my other eye in the days of
long ago.
Finally I got new glasses and,
via a chiropodist's ‘prescription.’'
new shoes. Beth were at a scanda
lous price, but worth it. I have my
sight and my feet never get tired,
a.- daughter Ina can testify. When
she visited me we traveled around
a let seeing many of the places of ,
interest including some of the big
stores They are little cities ln
themselves with their cafeterias:
beauty parlors, public telephones;
., entrance and
me:. handi-e of every description
on many floors which are connect
ed not only by stairways and ele
vator but those escalators which
fascinate me so.
I guess I'm in my second child
hood. Every time I go out, it's an
adventure. I can take my choice1*
of traveling by bus. subway, ele
vated or taxi on this or that ave
nue. Uptown, downtown or cross
town I’ve enjoyed this big won
derful city very much but never
will forget my first week hereWhen pccple go to Ireland, they
kiss the Blarney Stone, but when
I came to New York, I kissed the
pavement at Times Square. Good
bye now. Regards to all my relative. and friends, and love to
Nana's Sweetie Pie ", Linda Joyce
Anderson, age 2, and her sister.
Mary Ellen. 1 months, my little
sugar plum, on Georges River road,
Thoniaston.

Jenny M. Anderson.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order •»

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

IRON easier;
BETTER FASTERI

IT’S

You CAN Ge* a
Loon at Htsmal
ILACE to face witb this 1951 headliner—you know
’ that it has a fresh and sparkling beauty such
as you’ve never seen before.
There, sure enough, is a bumper—massive, strong.
There are 25 sturdy, stamped-stcel grille bars —
mounted to “give” and come back unharmed.
There, boldly standing guard, are two stout and
stunning “bumper bombs”— and for good measure,
two more husky uprights flank the license plate.

I

$1000
AND USS

on Signature, Furniture, Car
Need extra cash to jet a
fresh start . . . pay leftover
tills .. . for medical or den
tal expenses ... home or car
repairs ... to aid relatives ...
or other good purposes?
(•pa,
Monthly
15 Mot.
20 Mot.*

CASH YOU 6tT
$400

$600

$31.13
2446

$46.70
36.69

>• IMM •
»OTOT
w. *»—•
«*»•
evttYthiMlloa.i o* •>»« ••iw.RH,

M. a«o-

Of (or ether penodj,
tie-.

There, in short, is beauty with a duty— to give the
finest front-end protection yet devised.
But that, friends, is only the beginning.

IT while you iron...and save a good three hours ironing an average

Proudly wearing this “push-bar” forefront,
you find a stellar line-up of

wash. The EASY Automatic IRONER irons everything from
S week’sshirts...and
’s "easy as pie to operate. Every home needr
sheets to
it
”
this back-saving time saver! See it today!

Mo other car,

LOOK AT THESE DELUXE EXTRA FEATURES!

it, p-apar

iitai

You’ll find it’s “yes” promptly
to 4 out of 5 at Tfaiimat.
Don't borrow unnecessarily,
but if a loan is the sensible
solution, come in—or phone
first for 1-trip
Tliscnal, service. Loan
sgf “ < * 'Cg
is made your
way and fast!

T&n&onal

5

0YNAH.O*
4.WHEH COtl SPRING5

is

„. .AS forefroni

> SRitMi Slow speed
for learning to iron
shirts and for heavy
wet materials. Fast
for flat work.

STAINUSt (Till SHOtl

RIOUIATID Hf AT: Gives

New, hardened
stainless steel shoe
with quick-heat 1500
watt element.

proper heat for each
fabric. Two thermo
stats insure proper
heat distribution. '

356 MAIN STREET
Rockland, Me.
Ptwnei 1111
Phillip Compfc.il, US MANpgoi
ORtN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
i H rawdoU M ill i

New.powcr gives the SPECIAL record thrift and
performance. New double-depth Foamtex cushions
give the RoADMASTF.R restful new luxury. New
fabrics smarten all interiors — and new ports em
bellish the fenders of all Scries.

Yes, there’s plenty new to thrill you in these spank
ing new Buicks—hut don’t overlook the tried-andtrue thrill of Fireball power—and Dynaflow Drive*
— and the unsurpassed smoothness of riding on
coil springs on every wheel. There is still no other
car in the world with these standout features.

Any way you size it up. the smart huy for ’51
is Buick. Go see your Buick dealer now. and
find out what gospel truth that is.
^Standard on RoA DM ASTER. optional a/ extra, cost on other Series

.. t, mF DRIVE
,,UN0

;

\ Optional at extra cost—available on most models. (Not present!*
available tit California or Massachusetts)

flSHER

WHITE'010*

(asy controls: Oper
ate your EASY Auto
matic IRONER with
handy foot, knyjvg
band controls

New “white-glow” instrument markings give
greater clarity at night. New glare-and-heat-reducing glasst tames the sunbeams in daytime driving.

r
VOUR LEV TO GRLAJLfi VALUE

tha EASY Automatic IRONER In acnon.
••fort you buy... SEE IT PEMONSTRATIDI

I FINANCE CO.*
OF RAINE
2nd Fl., 1 Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.)

___
.11 PO
F,B
X
veX"°"

r

0

Specials, Supers and Rgadmasters which sel
new standards of all-round satisfaction.

CENTR I

1 AINE

ONLY

*1030 Monthly
after down payment
cash s18995

Wandard equipment, arcrvmep and trim iPustrats^
are subject tn change without notice.

WHfeM BKVTU AUIOMOBIIM ABE BUILT BUICK WILL BUHD THEM
_

--------------- --- ----------

r ’’

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1009-W
712 MAIN ST.,
BOCKLANU, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 470
BAY VIEW ST.,
CAMDEN, ME.

K

